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ABSTRACT
The core objective of this thesis was to undertake a comprehensive study of the Boston-
area self-storage market and determine where and what to build in order to achieve the
highest profitability. The study begins with a preliminary look at the history of self-
storage in the United States and an analysis of the facility and market characteristics of
the national self-storage industry. Then, using first-hand data accumulated through site
visits, fifty local self-storage facilities in thirteen cities are analyzed. Statistical
measures, including hedonic regression analysis, show the particular facility and
management characteristics that affect the price per square foot that can be charged for
storage unit rents.
Based on information regarding national rent and occupancy levels and the field data
gathered on local facility and management quality, this study concludes that the market
for self-storage in the Boston-area is still young and largely underserved. The
regressions showed that population density and closer distances to the Boston central
business district tended to yield higher rents per square foot. Additionally, for certain
sized units, the quality of security and availability of climate control were significant
factors in determining price. While the data identified the most significant variables
included in price per square foot for the properties surveyed, the management and facility
ratings provided the most important insight into the market. Most of the facilities and
managers surveyed received sub par quality ratings. These quality ratings show the
current inefficiency in the Boston self-storage market and, along with some favorable
market factors, show opportunity for development.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Self-storage, a once fleeting thought for the nation's real estate industry, has recently
demanded the industry's attention as a very lucrative investment. This thesis briefly reviews the
general history of self-storage and then examines thirteen specific cities within the metropolitan
Boston area in order to determine the optimal location and characteristics for self-storage
facilities within that area.
The attention to the self-storage industry comes at a time when rising land and housing
prices have forced people to look outside their homes and garages for space to store excess
personal belongings. Businesses, likewise, are paying a premium for quality commercial space
and cannot afford to have it occupied storing excess supplies or inventory. Therefore, a self-
storage unit seems to be a temporary, although often becoming permanent, answer to America's
unwillingness to discard.
Self-storage facilities, in response to this problem, have proliferated across the country,
expanding into every market at a feverish pace. The self-storage industry is relatively young
compared to most other types of real estate development, having taken off in the 1970s in parts
of Texas and Southern California. The rapid expansion, however, has not yet saturated the
market in certain areas of the country, including New England. Boston, specifically, appears to
be undersupplied with self-storage to meet the demands of the large population and high rate of
renter households.
This project is aimed at analyzing the greater Boston self-storage market by reviewing
national data and examining the local market first-hand. Fifty local self-storage facilities were
visited to compile information about the primary characteristics of greater Boston self-storage.
Using statistical analysis, factors that influence the price of self-storage are drawn out for further
assessments on the characteristics of the market and why it appears to be underserved.
Chapter Two: Defining Self-Storage
Self-storage is a common term for those in the industry and an unknown term for most
people who have never had to use a storage service. For everyone else, storage means a place
where antiques and old pictures are left to gather dust. This was the initial driving force behind
the fledgling self-storage industry. Some customers still see the facilities simply as an extra attic
or another garage but the average customer profile has changed in sophistication level.
Nowadays, it is very common for companies, educational institutions and medical facilities to
rent numerous storage rooms, not only for the storage of excess, but also for the easily
accessible, secure storage of items that they do not need to keep on site. Self-storage has become
the brick and mortar answer to the universal need for more space at home and at work.
The surveys, analyses and research included in this paper focus on a particular type of
self-storage facility. Many businesses advertise storage but fall out of the parameters of this
research. A self-storage facility must have secure rooms in which customers can personally
deliver, or have professionally delivered, non-perishable goods and be able to continually gain
access to these goods throughout the term of their rental agreement. One-room warehouses and
moving companies that advertise storage generally do not fall into the category of self-storage.
In most warehouses customers store their goods in crates that can be put on a fork lift and
relocated vertically within the room. Customers store with the knowledge that they will not have
access to their goods until a future date when they are ready to leave the facility. Similarly,
moving companies generally offer storage services as an ancillary benefit and require that the
goods remain in their possession between points A and B. The primary difference between these
examples of storage and the self-storage industry is the insurance liability. Self-storage is just
that, storage that the individual is completely responsible for. Once a company becomes
involved with handling a customer's goods, another, more expensive, form of liability is
encountered. Therefore, like the apartment rental industry, self-storage companies operate with a
hands-off approach and let the customer use the storage room as if it were their own space.
Other types of storage include that specifically for medical records and other archival
documents, personal automobiles, food, etc. Some of the facilities surveyed offer automobile
storage and record storage, but these facilities are not primarily designed for that purpose and by
no means specialize in it.
Chapter Three: U.S. History of Self-Storage
One theory as to the roots of self-storage in the United States is that the industry began in
Texas in 1954 to assist the U.S. servicemen during the Second World War. Following the war,
self-storage began to expand as people discovered an alternative to moving and storage
companies - doing it themselves. By 1970, approximately 5,000 self-storage facilities were
operating in the U.S., though most were extremely crude compared to the newer facilities of
today. Often, the security of the self-storage facility would consist of no more than chicken wire
partitions and a padlock. By the mid-1980s the self-storage industry grew to more than 8,000
facilities and the sophistication of the acquisition, construction and management of these
facilities was far superior to their counterparts of only one decade earlier. At this point, self-
storage was beginning to be recognized on a national level as a legitimate real estate industry'.
Through the 1980s and 1990s, self-storage facilities rapidly emerged all over the country.
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In 2002 there were 35,176 facilities, a number which rose over 1,500 from the previous year.
This onslaught of facilities was due to many of the existing companies expanding their
operations as well as the emergence of new self-storage developers. With the decline in the
economy, commercial and multi-family investments have become less desirable than they once
were. Seeing the potential investment returns associated with self-storage, developers are now
3
viewing this niche real estate industry as a viable market hedge3
Operators in the current self-storage industry can be separated into three categories: the
public companies, the industry's top operators and the medium to smaller-sized operators. When
looking at the top five companies - Public Storage, Inc., Storage USA, U-Haul International,
'MiniCo, Inc. Mini Storage Messenger: Development Handbook 2003. (Phoenix, Arizona. Minico. Inc. Publishing
Division, 2003) pp. 17-18
2 MiniCo, Inc. 2003 Self Storage Almanac. (Phoenix, Arizona. Minico. Inc. Publishing Division, 2003) p. 32
3 MiniCo, Inc. Mini Storage Messenger: Development Handbook 2003. (Phoenix, Arizona. Minico. Inc. Publishing
Division, 2003) pp. 17-18
Inc., Shurgard Storage Centers, Inc. and Sovran Self Storage, Inc. - it is important to note that
only Storage USA is not publicly traded. It was previously traded as a Real Estate Investment
Trust (see below for further discussion on REITs and self-storage) until it was purchased by GE
Capital, a subsidiary of General Electric Corporation, in 2002. This acquisition was one of the
most important events in the history of the self-storage industry. GE Capital purchased Storage
USA, the Australian-based Millers Storage and the UK-based Access Storage, which gave the
blue chip company a global self-storage position, truly enhancing the image and foundation of
the entire industry. The industry's top operators, which now include companies like Storage
USA, are large, privately-owned companies who generally have a national presence. Finally,
there are the medium operators, who generally own less than one million square feet, and the
small operators, who might own fewer than three facilities, and are often referred to as the "mom
and pop" operators. Often, these small facilities are equally, if not more profitable than the
larger chains. Superior customer service and a good reputation can often level the playing field
for the small operator4.
In completing the picture of the U.S. self-storage market, it is important to look at the
emergence of Real Estate Investment Trusts and how their creation and recent proliferation has
affected the self-storage industry.
REITs were created by Congress in 1960. Though they did not play a large role in the
real estate industry until the 1990s, REITs were created with the intention of enabling small
investors to invest in large, income-producing real estate holdings. Since the early 1990s, REITs
have grown and become a major force in the real estate industry'. With assets totalling over
4 Ibid., p. 17
s MiniCo. Inc. 2003 Self Storage Almanac (Phoenix, Arizona: MiniCo, Inc. Publishing Division, 2003) pp. 31-32.
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$300 billion, there are about 180 REITs registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission
in the U.S. 6
Kenneth Rose, in "Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs): A Safe Haven in Volatile
Financial Markets", writes about the advantages of the REIT industry. The REIT is an
investment vehicle that allows investors to buy shares of real estate portfolio much like they
would buy a share of a stock. In general, if the REIT is operating within the federal tax laws
then it is not required to pay federal tax on income and gains distributed to shareholders.
Additionally, 90% of the REIT's taxable income must be distributed to its shareholders at the
end of each year. The tax benefits and the income distribution are the most alluring benefits to
the REIT shareholder7 .
"In order for a company to qualify as a REIT, it must comply with certain provisions
within the Internal Revenue Code. As required by the Tax Code, a REIT must:
. Be an entity that is taxable as a corporation
. Be managed by a board of directors or trustees
. Have shares that are fully transferable
. Have a minimum of 100 shareholders
. Have no more than 50 percent of its shares held by five or fewer individuals during the
last half of the taxable year
. Invest at least 75 percent of its total assets in real estate assets
. Derive at least 75 percent of its gross income from rents from real estate property or
interest on mortgages on real property
. Have no more than 20 percent of its assets consist of stocks in taxable REIT subsidiaries
. Pay annually at least 90 percent of its taxable income in the form of shareholder
dividends8 ."
The REIT investment vehicle is extremely appealing to investors who wish to invest in
real estate but do not wish to tie up their finances in an illiquid asset, such as a mortgage or a
6 National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts. "Frequently Asked Questions About REITs." 2003.
<http://www.nareit.com/aboutreits/faqtext.cfm> (6/20/2003).
7 Rosen, Kenneth. "Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs): A Safe Haven in Volatile Financial Markets," Lend
Lease Rosen (Berkeley, California: Lend Lease Rosen, LLC, 2001) pp. 1-6.
8 National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts. "Frequently Asked Questions About REITs." 2003.
<http://www.nareit.com/aboutreits/faqtext.cfmn> (6/20/2003).
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lease. As opposed to owning an entire building or a piece of a building, a REIT allows investors
to own shares of an entire portfolio. This allows the investor to retain liquidity as the shares can
be sold on a well-functioning stock exchange, avoid the risk of owning one single asset and
invest with managers who specialize in the real estate industry.
Rosen summarizes the primary advantages of REITs:
" "REITs generally pay no federal income tax on income and gains distributed to their
shareholders;
" REITs enable investors to acquire an interest in investment-quality assets managed by
knowledgeable and experienced professionals;
" The pooling of ownership and management of properties allows for a diversification of
risk, particularly when compared with the concentration of ownership of single assets in
partnership form;
e The issuance of publicly traded securities provides for liquidity to investors and sponsors
of the REIT;
" Investors' ability to access the public markets for capital though REITs may provide a
lower cost of capital over private investment vehicles;
* The ability to utilize flexible financing strategies, and to access lines of credit, may allow
the REIT to make faster and more opportunistic investment decisions; and
* The growth in the size and sophistication of public REITs makes them an attractive
investment vehicle for mutual funds and pension funds, which play an increasingly
powerful role in the capital markets"'
According to the 2003 Self-Storage Almanac three of the top five storage companies are
REITs: Public Storage, Shurgard Storage Centers and Sovran Self Storage. With 131,822,627
rentable square feet, the three REITs listed above make up approximately 10.7% of the self-
storage market. In 2001, the top 10 self-storage companies together made up 16.9% of the total
industry 0 . These trends toward REIT ownership and the emergence of large national companies
are good indications of the growing sophistication in the self-storage industry.
9 Rosen, Kenneth. "Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs): A Safe Haven in Volatile Financial Markets," Lend
Lease Rosen (Berkeley, California: Lend Lease Rosen, LLC, 2001) pp. 1-6.
10MiniCo. Inc. 2003 Self Storage Almanac (Phoenix, Arizona: MiniCo, Inc. Publishing Division, 2003) p. 32.
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2002 Summary of Top 10 Self-Storage Operators1
Ranik Firml Nam #o #ofUits, Sur aiiyS
Fcie b Avr
1 Public:Storage, Inc 1450 8135000 85,722627 59,119
3 U-Haul International, Inc. 1,067 361,620 33,984,402 31,850
4 59
5 Sovran Self Storage 260 141,000 15,100,000 58,076
7 Derrel's Mini Storage, Inc 42 54,260 5,960,000 141,904
9 A-American Storage 80 51,304 5,359,341 66,991
Management
* Insufficient Data
The inclusion of self-storage in the REIT market was a major step in legitimization for
the industry. Many investors around the country knew that self-storage facilities could be large
cash generators. However, the immaturity of the industry led investors to perceive it as higher
risk. Tom Barry, in the article, "Pack-rat Society Creates Self-Storage Boom," states that though
some of the top self-storage companies are REITs, businesses with 15 or fewer facilities make up
a large majority of the industry across the nation. Though only a relatively small percentage of
self-storage companies have become REITs, the universal investment medium has solidified
many of the public companies as secure investments and also given credibility to small, privately
12
owned self-storage organizations'.
In addition to the increasing cash flows that investors are seeing in the industry, self-
storage is also being recognized as a viable real estate diversifier. The rationale for this is two-
fold. In the good economic cycles, people tend to accumulate a lot of belongings and need extra
space. In the bad economic cycles, people tend to consolidate by moving in with a roommate in
"Ibid., p. 33, portion of Table 1.2a.
12 Barry, Tom, "Pack-rat Society Creates Self-Storage Boom," Cincinnati Business Courier (June 16, 2003).
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order to lessen monthly rent payments. Similarly, businesses scale back to meet the needs of the
market and look for alternatives to leasing office space. In these instances it is much cheaper to
rent a storage unit than to pay rent for additional living or office space. This creates a real estate
market segment that counteracts the flow of most economic trends, giving private investors and
public companies fantastic diversification. Aaron Malchow, in his article for the Silicon Valley /
San Jose Business Journal, "Business of Storing Shows Industry is Recession-Proof," writes
about the strengths of the industry and interviewed many industry professionals on their thoughts
about the vulnerability of self-storage. Joyce Pierce, the district manager for Bay Area Self
Storage, says that in a recession her facilities fill up immediately. "We get more small
businesses during recessions than during good times, because they'll have equipment and stuff
that they want to keep, but don't want to pay a rent on a commercial spot' 3 ." Malchow also
interviewed Harvey Lenkin, who is the current president of Public Storage Inc. Lenkin says that
the self-storage industry is impacted most by outside influences on a market which cause an
outflow of population. Lenkin says, "While the storage business is not immune ... from
downturn in the economy, it is far more resistant to a downturn as a result of economic
activity14.
Self-storage has exponentially expanded over the past 30 years to approximately 1.233
billion square feet of rentable area in the U.S.' 5 . The level of professionalism in the management
and facility appearance has quickly followed suit. Jim Kane, co-owner of Meridian Storage Co.
in Atlanta, states that "[y]ears ago, customers expected to be greeted by someone who had
spaghetti stains (on his shirt), a poodle barking in the background and 'Days of Our Lives' on the
TV. Today that person is professionally dressed and customer-oriented. It's someone who
13 Malchow, Aaron, "Business of Storing Shows Industry is Recession-Proof," Silicon Valley / San Jose Business
Journal (February 4, 2002)
4 Ibid.
"5 MiniCo. Inc. 2003 Self Storage Ahnanac (Phoenix, Arizona: MiniCo, Inc. Publishing Division, 2003) p. 31.
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knows a lot about storage and packing16 ." With numbers and sophistication, self-storage cannot
be overlooked as a highly attractive segment of the real estate industry.
16 Barry, Tom, "Pack-rat Society Creates Self-Storage Boom," Cincinnati Business Courier (June 16, 2003).
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Chapter Four: Macro-Level Examination of Industry Growth Trends
Now that we have seen the overview of the self-storage market and how it is segmented,
it is important to look at the national factors that are affecting the growth of this industry.
Population trends, location, mobility and tenant mix are some of the key factors in the analysis of
self-storage.
All marketing and demographic data accumulation begins with a study of the statistics
that are published by the U.S. Census Bureau in their decennial census. The most recent census,
conducted in April of 2000, showed that the national population grew by over one percent per
year between the years of 1990 and 2000. While the growth rate is a pertinent figure, it is
statistics like the migrations rates, housing types, income and educational levels in various parts
of the country that make the census important for self-storage development1 7 . "Change and
transition are the lifestyle triggers that compel people to seek out and utilize self-storage18 ."
While the rate of national growth is not extreme, pockets of high growth attract high rates of
development. In the same 10-year census span, the South's population grew by 17.3 percent and
the Western states grew by 20 percent. On the other extreme, the Midwestern states grew by 8
percent while the Northeast grew by less than 6 percent. In areas with the extremely high rates
of growth, the development potential is fantastic and the opportunities for builders, suppliers and
moving companies are numerous. Paralleling this expansion is the need for self-storage 9 .
As noted, however, it is not absolute growth that always determines the next self-storage
hot spot. "Mobility - or the act of moving from one address to another - is a key population trait
for self-storage20". High rates of job turnover, divorce and marriage, and retirement are a few
factors that create areas of high mobility. In the investigation of national mobility, many
1 MiniCo, Inc. 2003 Self Storage Almanac (Phoenix, Arizona: MiniCo, Inc. Publishing Division, 2003) p. 39.
18Ibid.
1 Ibid.
20 Ibid., p. 41.
indicators are important. For example, homeowners tend to move at a much lower rate than
people who live in rental units. Only about 10 percent of homeowners move within a year's time
compared to 33 percent of renters. Therefore, while populations are increasing most rapidly in
the West and South, areas such as Washington, D.C., California, New York and Hawaii have
among the highest shares of renter-occupied housing and are thus likely to demonstrate greater
mobility21 .
There are many other demographics that are interesting to observe in relation to mobility
and the demand for self-storage. Household income is a strong indicator for mobility. As
household income increases, the propensity to move decreases substantially. Age is another lead
indicator. People aged 20 to 34 years moved more frequently than any other age group in the
nation and more specifically, 35.2 percent of people aged 20 to 24 years changed addresses in the
past year. After age 34 the propensity to move decreases substantially.
Aside from mobility and population growth, it is beneficial to learn who is using self-
storage in various parts of the country. The national average shows that residential tenants make
up over 75 percent of the self-storage renting population, while students and military personnel,
who are often thought to be the most transient, make up less than 5 percent.
Self-Storage Tenant Mix (National Averages) 24
E Residential (75.4%)
U Commercial (19.5%)
0 Students (2.6%)
0 Military (1.8%)
21 Ibid.
22 Ibid., pp. 42-43.
23 Ibid., p. 47.
24 Ibid., p. 47, Chart 3.1.
Studying the demographics and mobility trends on both a national and regional level can
help a developer to determine which areas of the country contain the right mix for a successful
self-storage facility. At first glance, Boston appears to be a market which incorporates all of the
factors that are ideal for self-storage development. In the following chapter the Boston market
will be examined further in order to determine to what extent these positive factors are present
and how they compare to factors in other areas of the country.
Chapter Five: Boston MSA, New England and Northeast Market Comparisons
New England, and Massachusetts in particular, is new to the to the self-storage industry.
In fact, almost 60 percent of the self-storage facilities in New England were opened after 1995,
almost 20 percent greater than the national average.
Facility Age26
40.0%.
35.0%.
30.0%-7
25.0%,
E New England %
1 Entire U.S. %
0.0%
Prior to 1981- 1986- 1991- 1996- 2001 On
1981 1985 1990 1995 2000
To analyze the potential for self-storage in Boston, it is important to have points of
comparison to other self-storage markets. The data available is generally broken up by state,
region or MSA. Regardless of data grouping, these points of comparison offer an extensive
context within which to place this project's research. The thirteen selected cities in this study
have a combined population of 1,334,358, which is approximately 22 percent of the entire
Boston MSA.
Additionally, the 50 surveyed self-storage facilities make up about 14 percent of the total
number of facilities in the Boston MSA and 11 percent of the total number of facilities in
Massachusetts.
In comparing the data for the Boston MSA and the MSAs of Atlanta, Chicago, Houston
and Los Angeles, it appears that Boston market is underserved. Though the Boston MSA lies in
the middle of the five in terms of Population, Number of Households, Renters Occupancy and
" Ibid., p. 59.
26 Ibid., p. 59, Table 4.1.
Number of Business Establishments, it is last in the Number of Storage Facilities. With only 369
self-storage locations and a 50 percent greater population, the Boston MSA has almost 20
percent fewer facilities than the Atlanta MSA.
Comparison of Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSAs)"
Nunher of Numnber of Renters Tol Business
SA P1opulation lousehohls Stor-age Facilities Occupancy Establishntents1
Boston et al, MA-NH 6,119,968 2,347,382 369 38.28% 278,950
Atlanta, GA 4,327,437 1,581,270 459 33.24% 161,923
Chicago, IL 8,372,880 3,006,118 427 35.12% 316,923
Houston, IX 4,345,372 1,517,159 749 40.25% 183,493
Los Angeles et al, CA 9,774,284 3,207,177 615 52.15% 378,768
The chart below outlines the supply of self-storage in the primary states for those five
MSAs by self-storage square feet per resident. The supply of self-storage in Massachusetts is
approximately 44 percent below the national average with only 2.43 square feet per person.
Massachusetts is well below the other major MSAs and most notably, has only about one-third of
the supply per person that exists in Texas.
Supply of Self-Storage in the Primary States of the Five MSAs28
Square Feet per Person
Texas, 6.63
7 Georgia, 4.66 National, 4.33
6 Califomia, 3.7
5 assachusett nois, 2.8
4.- 2.43
3
2-
0-
The Northeast region has the highest rental rates per square foot in the country, shown in
the two tables below from 2002. Rates per square foot tend to progressively decrease with larger
27 Ibid., pp. 48-52, Table 3.3a, pp. 56-57, Table 3.4b and pp. 101, Table 9.2
2 Ibid., p. 100, Table 9.1
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size self-storage units across the board and it is interesting to note that even the largest sizes in
the Northeast have higher per square foot rates than smaller sizes in other parts of the country. It
is probable that this trend is due to higher land costs with the greater population density.
Average Monthly Rental Rates by Region in 200229
While the Northeast and New England may have fewer self-storage facilities and square
feet per resident, the facilities tend to contain roughly about the same number of units, on
average, as the rest of the country, shown in the regional comparison table below. However,
these facilities in the Northeast and New England also tend to have lower total numbers of square
feet per facility and have less current and under-construction competitors than the southern and
29 Ibid., p. 72, Table 5.2 (condensed)
Monthly Rental Rates by Region - 2002
0U
2 1.40
m 1.20 -- All Unit Sizes
1.00- m Small
0 Medium
0.40- c Large
(D 0.20- mE-Large
0.00
0\
western regions. The latter is generally a strong factor for the success of a self-storage facility.
With an average of only 3.9 competitors within a 5-mile radius, New England is the most
favorable sub-region in the country for competition.
Regional Comparison of Self-Storage Facilities30
North Central 212 29,733 5.5 .8
Northeast 306 31,671 4.5 1.1
* New England 269 29,049 3.9 .9
South Central 266 34,827 6.9 1.3
Southeast 282 33,816 7.4 .8
West 328 40,342 7.0 1.0
National 283 35,039 6.4 1.0
*Within Primary Competitive Market: 5-mile Radius
Another interesting trend to examine is the swings in occupancy rates throughout the
year. While all other regions see static occupancy figures year-round, or only with small
variations, the New England market sees a dramatic increase in the summer months, shown in
the table below. Other than this seasonal upswing, the New England and Northeast markets
appear to have occupancy figures on par with the rest of the nation and the national average.
[The Northeast has been observed to have among the highest occupancy rates in the nation. The
table below includes facilities which are still in lease-up. The table is most useful in showing
differences in seasonal trends.]
Seasonal Occupancy Trends by Region31
Boston et al, MA-NH 6,119,968 2,347,382 369 38.28% 278,950
Atlanta, GA 4,327,437 1,581,270 459 33.24% 161,923
Chicago, IL 8,372,880 3,006,118 427 35.12% 316,923
Houston, TX 4,345,372 1,517,159 749 40.25% 183,493
Los Angeles et al, CA 9,774,284 3,207,177 615 52.15% 378,768
30 Ibid., p. 60, Table 4.2 and p. 64, Table 4.7
" Ibid., p. 81, Table 6.3
The upswing in summer occupancy could be explained by comparing the mix of tenants
on a national basis and in New England. New England has a lower percentage of commercial
tenants but a higher percentage of student and residential tenants than the national mix. The
upswing in occupancy could be related to a higher incidence of transience in New England's
student population.
Comparison of Self-Storage Tenant Mixes32
Mlitary,
1.8% U.S. Tenant Mix 1.3% New England Tenant Mix
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17.7%
Residential, Residential,
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In sum, it appears that most self-storage trends indicate that the Northeast, New England
and Boston region is an underserved market compared to the rest of the country. While its
facilities on average are similar to those in other regions, the market simply does not have the
number of facilities that one would expect given the current demographics. This trend has not
been ignored by industry insiders and a number of reports have been published discussing
possible reasons for the underserved market. In addition, the decision to rehabilitate an older
building or an existing self-storage facility rather than build with new construction is a key
element to understanding the current stock of self-storage facilities in the area.
The Marcus & Millichap Real Estate Investment Brokerage Co., which publishes annual
reports on the state of the self-storage industry, discusses the market for self-storage in the
3 Ibid., p. 61, Table 4.3
Northeast in their most recent article33 . They report that states like New York and Massachusetts
have an average of 1.6 and 2.4 square feet of self-storage per resident, respectively. This is
substantially lower than the national average of 4.3 square feet per resident, as mentioned above.
It appears that the reasons for this discrepancy are clear and are primarily related to high land
costs and high barriers to entry. They state that it is "[t]he scarcity of affordable land
surrounding highly populated areas has kept development under control3 4 ."
The existing supply problems of cost and entry are also exacerbated by the increasing
demand for self-storage. Because many of the living units in and around the large cities have
little storage space, the demand for off-site storage is increased. This contradiction leads the
Northeast region to have the highest occupancy rates in the nation, at 88 percent. In addition to
the high rates of occupancy, which lead to the highest rental rates in the nation, the average sales
price of a self-storage facility in the Northeast is the highest in the nation as well, averaging $4.7
million for 76,000 square feet3 .
Michael McCune, president of the only network of brokers specifically dedicated to the
buying and selling of self-storage facilities (Argus Self Storage Network, owned by Argus Real
Estate Inc.), notes that the Northeast has long since been one of the strongest markets in the
country for self-storage. McCune refers to a study completed by Chris Sonne of the Sonne
Group, based in Huntington Beach, California, which reinforces the findings of Marcus &
Millichap. Mr. Sonne used several different demographic characteristics of other areas
compared to the Northeast in order to determine the supply and demand balance for storage
rental space. Mr. Sonne concluded that all but two states in the Northeast appeared to have more
potential demand than there is current supply. Among these under-supplied states was
3 "Self Storage Research Report," Inside Self-Storage Magazine, (July 2003);
<http://www.insideselfstorage.com/articles/371feat5.html> (7/5/2003).
3 "Self Storage Research Report," Inside Self-Storage Magazine, (July 2003);
<http://www.insideselfstorage.com/articles/371feat5.html> (7/5/2003).
3s Ibid.
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Massachusetts, in which he forecasted a demand of 3.76 square feet per resident. He listed the
current supply at 2.47 square feet per resident, which shows that investments in self-storage in
36the Northeast should be profitable for a long time to come
McCune goes on to say that the conversion of warehouses and mills has added
significantly to the number of facilities surrounding the Boston area. He cites the lack of
available land, "zoning restrictions in general and the Boston Redevelopment Authority in
particular" as making the process for self-storage construction not only time consuming but very
expensive37. He cites a one-acre site on Interstate 93, zoned for only 90,000 square feet, as
selling recently for $3.6 million. McCune notes that "[c]learly, this is a market for well-funded
developers and for detailed feasibility studies. Rental rates continue to support the rising cost of
development as demand continues to exceed supply. 38"
Bryce Grefe is the co-owner of fourteen Planet Self-Storage facilities in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania. A seasoned self-storage developer, Grefe began in
the industry in 1978 and moved into the Massachusetts storage market in 1987. In a recent
phone interview conducted by the author, he spoke about the reasons why Planet has expanded
by acquiring existing buildings in the Boston area rather constructing new ones. Additionally, he
commented on the barriers to entry in this market, and what direction he feels the Boston self-
storage market is heading in the future.
Planet Self-Storage owns 6 of the 50 facilities that were visited for this study. Each of
the facilities, which are located in Boston, Medford, Somerville and Waltham, was an active self-
storage operation when Planet acquired it. Grefe's plan of attack was to increase value not by
rezoning property, but rather by applying professional management expertise. He says that,
36McCune, Michael, "The Northeast: A Market of Contradictions,"
<http://www.techfast.com/news.asp?article=northeast> (7/17/2003).
3 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
"much of the reason why we acquire active self-storage facilities is because of zoning
restrictions." By this, he means that if Planet can acquire a building that is already operating as a
self-storage facility, then they do not need to apply for zoning variances or special permits in
order to have it changed from an alternate use. For those who are unfamiliar with the local
zoning processes, permitting can be an exhausting experience, and is often influenced by
neighborhood groups who may oppose a development. In this market of high barriers and high
land costs, Planet did not want to spend valuable time and money in the pre-operation stages, but
rather, according to Grefe, "take a professional sales approach (into an existing facility) and
increase value in that way."
However, Grefe explained that the acquisition of existing facilities is not without its own
problems. The Planet facility, located at 33 Travelers Street in Boston, is a converted furniture
factory purchased in 1998. One of the most unique facilities in the area, the Boston landmark is
recognized for the professional mural that was painted on its 8-story fagade. While Planet saw
the acquisition as under-priced, they ended up spending an additional $600,000 to address some
issues relating to moisture prevention in the building, a costly side effect of purchasing an older
structure.
Commenting on the overall market, Grefe stated that, "for the past two years, since 9/11,
the Boston market has been tremendously soft." His property cash flow decreased 15-20% from
2001 to 2002 and another 15-20% from 2002 to 2003. Though Grefe feels that the market will
firm up in the long run, he anticipates 3 to 5 years of a soft economy. More recently, he has
taken lessons from the hotel business and begun instituting supply and demand pricing. "You
can be greedy when times are good, but the opposite is true in a weaker market.39"
39 Grefe, Bryce. Phone Interview. July 24, 2003.
All of the experts and studies cite the land costs and the zoning restrictions as the major
impediment to building in the Northeast. Massachusetts, and Boston, in particular, is notorious
for the enforcement of zoning regulations and for the time that the approval process takes if a
development requires a special permit or zoning variance to be granted from city government.
As opposed to many other parts of the country, where self-storage facilities are being constructed
from the ground up, Boston area self-storage construction is composed primarily of building
conversions. Below are pictures of two successful facilities in the Boston area. The first, Planet
Self-Storage, located in South Boston on Traveler's Street (Referenced Above), has taken an old,
8-story factory and turned it into a thriving storage facility. The second facility, Metropolitan
Storage, is located in Cambridge next to the main campus at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT). It has been a storage and moving company since it was constructed in 1894.
Boasting over 1,500 individual units, the 265,000 square foot facility is one of the nation's oldest
and New England's largest. The fortress-like facility claims to have tenants that have stored
continuously in the facility since 1917.
Planet Storage - South Boston Metropolitan Storage - Cambridge
Though the area may lay claim to a history of self-storage and self-storage conversions,
the ideal facility for a developer is one that is built new and can include all of the characteristics
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that command the highest rents. Aspects like individual unit security alarms and electric gates,
coupled with enhanced curb appeal will help newer facilities, like Extra Space of Lynn, built in
2000, and the recently completed Public Storage in Waltham, to eventually corner the market.
Extra Space of Lynn Public Storage - Waltham
With both properties above being assessed at above $4 million and $5 million, respectively, only
well-funded companies can afford the costs to build and the time to permit a newly constructed
facility. McCune writes that, "[t]his arduous development environment and high value property
40 ,has meant that development tends to be dominated by the larger and well-financed players
In sum, the Boston market, in comparison to other major cities and regions across the
country, has less facilities and square feet of space while still having a large population density.
It has high land costs and long permitting processes, both factors that have not lured the self-
storage industry in. Based on existing research and professional anecdotes, it appears that
developers need to think hard about the risky rehabilitation of older buildings as well as the costs
associated with new construction, before jumping into the market. What should developers of
self-storage facilities be concerned with when entering the Boston market? Though this initial
examination of the characteristics found within the Boston self-storage market offers an
optimistic outlook for the future, it does not show, on a micro level, what customers in this
market are looking for and where they would like to find it. This study, with an in-depth
40 McCune, Michael, "The Northeast: A Market of Contradictions,"
<http://www.techfast.com/news.asp?article=northeast> (7/17/2003).
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examination of thirteen select Boston-area cities, will attempt to provide key answers to
questions like these for the underserved Boston market.
Chapter Six: Description of Cities Included in the Study
Above is a map of the greater Boston area which shows the location of the towns selected
for this survey relative to downtown Boston and the waterfront. Fifty self-storage facilities were
selected for the analyses within this paper. The following cities surveyed had at least one storage
facility: Boston, Brookline, Cambridge, Everett, Lynn, Malden, Medford, Newton, Peabody,
Revere, Salem, Somerville and Waltham. Other cities, such as Arlington, Belmont, Chelsea and
Watertown, were surveyed but did not contain any self-storage facilities that met the previously
described requirements for this study. A complete list of the names and addresses of each
facility, accompanied by a photograph, can been found in the appendix under Exhibit 1.
I
In order to do a comprehensive self-storage study in a relatively short period of time, it
was important to narrow down the survey area to a region that could offer a significant look into
the Boston MSA and was also within a reasonable driving distance, so that first hand
observations could play a central role in the analyses. The above cities are located to the West
and North of downtown Boston. These cities are, on average, more densely populated than the
areas to the South and Southwest of Boston. Additionally, each of the cities is within a 30
minute drive, which allowed for more facilities to be surveyed in a shorter amount of time.
Another limiting factor in the breadth of the survey was the first hand data that was important to
gather from each city. To study the supply of the market, it was important to visit the Assessor's
Office and Building Department for each city in order to determine the value of the existing
properties as well as the number of facilities, if any, that were in the permitting stages of
development. The following chart lists the cities surveyed, the population of each city
according to the 2001 Census, the number of self-storage facilities located within each city and
the distance of each city from the Boston CBD.
Characteristics of the Surveyed Cities
City Name Pc i Di
Boston 594,898 10 6.30
Brookline 58,072 1 4.10
Cambridge 99,524 4 3.13
Everett 35,097 2 3.52
Lynn 83,794 4 9.89
Malden 54,129 5 5.10
Medford 58,296 4 5.15
Newton 81,747 1 6.32
Peabody 48,129 4 13.08
Revere 43,222 1 6.42
Salem 40,407 4 13.34
Somerville 78,135 5 3.09
Waltham 58,908 5 9.18
Total 1,334,358 50 Average: 6.82 Miles
In a closer analysis of the table above, it is interesting to note the lack of correlation
between the cities' populations and the number of self-storage facilities that currently exist in
each city. Similarly, the graph below shows that some densely populated cities, like Cambridge
and Somerville, have a limited number of available storage units, while other, less densely
populated cities like Peabody and Waltham, appear to have an abundance of units. Obviously,
the trend goes beyond simple figures and city trends. By taking this diverse group of cities, each
of which has a distinct set of demographics and location characteristics, it is easy to see how
factors such as land availability and zoning restrictions may play an extremely important role in
developing storage.
Total # of Units vs. City Population Density
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Closely correlating to the Distance from the Boston's Central Business District are the
average prices for unit rentals. The average price per square foot for a self-storage unit across
all of the cities surveyed is $1.56. However, as shown in the chart on the following page, this
figure varies dramatically based on the size of the unit. Similar to rental rates and sales prices
for dwelling units, the price per square foot for self-storage is much higher when the space is
smaller. On average, the rate for a small unit, which is less than 50 square feet, was over twice
the rate for an extra large unit, which contains 250 square feet or more.
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Looking at the average prices for the area does not give a clear picture as to the rental
rates in and around Boston. It is a very diverse area causing land prices and housing rental rates
to vary greatly from city to city. This is no different for self-storage. The chart on the top of the
following page shows the average prices for the four unit sizes in each city. One thing to note in
this chart is that in some of the suburban areas, the demand for larger units can be greater and
thus the price per square foot discrepancy between small and large units will not be as
pronounced. In fact, in Lynn, the average price for an extra large unit is higher than that for a
large unit. Though this figure is an anomaly, it is important in showing how demand for units of
specific size can affect price.
Less than 50 SF 50 SF to 149 SF 150 SF to 249 SF 250 SF and Largter
I Small unit Mlediumi Unit Larg )e Unit Extra Large Uni
The graph below gives a better insight into the pricing of self-storage units compared to
their distance from the Boston CBD. The correlation between price and distance to Boston is not
perfect because there are numerous factors that influence price, discussed further in the
regression analyses. However, it is easy to see that cities such as Cambridge, Everett and
Somerville, which are within 4 miles of the Boston CBD, have much higher price per square foot
averages than cities such as Peabody and Salem, which are over 13 miles away.
Average Unit Price vs. Distance to Boston CBD
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Overall, this mix of cities created excellent points of data for this study. These 50
facilities make up over 14 percent of the total number of facilities located in the Boston MSA
but, more importantly, the cities surveyed offer a diverse mix of city and population
characteristics which help to better explain the trends surrounding self-storage rental.
Additionally, these cities possess characteristics that differ greatly from those of many other
areas of the country. The high student population and the large number of renters define the area
and help to distinguish the results of this study from most other area studies of self-storage.
Chapter Seven: Description of the Facility Analysis and the Data Collection Processes
The value of this self-storage study and the results that were produced lies completely in
the data that was obtained. Most of the background information for this report comes from
personal market knowledge and from a variety of industry manuals and periodicals.
Additionally, the macro-level market information, such as population, distance to Boston,
income levels, etc., is taken from the 2000 Census as well as various city informational sources.
The value of the study, however, is not in the information that everyone with a computer can
access, but rather in the first hand information that was gathered in the field. In order to
complete a thorough investigation of the self-storage market, it was vital to research and visit
each of the 50 facilities surveyed and create a set of data that could be used to explain
correlations between market supply and demand, as well as fluctuations in price. In order to
understand the rationale for using various characteristics, it is important to examine the types of
information gathered for each facility and explain how they relate to the overall industry of self-
storage. In the following chapter, the ranking systems and scales used to measure facility
characteristics will be further explained, as well as how they are used in the regression analyses.
The following page shows an example of the competitive analysis template that was used
for the purposes of this study. The sample is a fictional facility, but shows a completed form for
reference. The format of the template is similar to that used when companies perform a
competitive market study; however, it has been modified to be a better fit for academic research
purposes. Professional competitive analyses will take into account much more specific facility
and demographic information, as well as traffic flow rates and permitting feasibility studies. The
information included in this analysis is adequate for analyzing and understanding the overall
market for the Boston area.
Facility Analysis Cambridge, Massachusetts
Project Name:
Address:
Phone Number:
Company Website:
Property Website:
City Website:
Census InformdfTio
CRE Self-Storage, Inc.
120 Massachusetts Avenue
(617) 253-4373
www.mit.edu
web.mit.edu/cre
www.cambridgema.gov
http://quickfacts.census.qov/qfd/states/25000.htmI
5 x 5 * ',5 x 10 l'
10 x 10 *Fa
10 x 15 uni
10 x 20 that
10 x 25
10 x 30
Total # of Units:
Total Square Footage:
Occupancy:
Age:
Construction Type:
Office:
Street Volume:
Fenced:
A/C Available:
Management Rating:
Facility Rating:
500
36,000 SF(Finished Area)
94%
1982 Building
Brick and Wood
Large / Clean
Medium - High
All Units Inside
A-
B/B+
Administration Fee:
Monthly Rent
$70.00
$100.00
$150.00
$270.00
$350.00
> $425.00
$500.00
Individ u A
Interior Pa
Visibility:
Gate Hours:
Specials:
$20
Deposit
1/2 Month Rent
1/2 Month Rent
1/2 Month Rent
1/2 Month Rent
1/2 Month Rent
1/2 Month Rent
1/2 Month Rent
Assess. 2003 - $1,174,700
Month to Month
No
Build. Alarm / Code Entry
Metal
U:8 m-5:30pm
(-5pm
1st Month $1
10% off for CRE Students
General Comments:
*Manager was very professional and helpful on the phone. She spoke about the amenities of the
facility and asked me to come in and visit. *Manager was knowledgeable during the visit but her
appearance was sloppy. *The building itself is well-maintained but the units are worn down and the
unit ceilings do not seem very secure (wire mesh). **The visibility of the system is good because the
building is large, however, the sign is not prominently displayed.
The top portion of the analysis sheet is self-explanatory. The property's name, address,
phone number and company website are identified. Along with this basic identification there are
links to the website of the individual facility, the website of the city in which the facility is
located and to the U.S. Census website for that city. These links provide easy access to most of
the background information necessary for a thorough analysis. Next, the Administration Fee for
renting a storage unit is identified. This is generally a one-time fee ranging from $0 - $20 that a
company requires for processing an application. The fee is something new to the storage
industry and, in this market, can often be negotiated out of a rental transaction. The next section
of the analysis sheet identifies six common storage unit sizes and the monthly rent charged by
the facility for each size. Often times, facilities will have sizes that differ from the six listed on
this sheet. For that reason, four categories for size were identified for the analyses in this study:
Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large. Small units are less than 50 square feet in ground space,
while medium units range from 50 square feet to 149 square feet. Large units range from 150
square feet to 249 square feet, and Extra Large units are 250 square feet and greater. The size
breakdown was determined by identifying the largest price per square foot spreads between unit
sizes. For example, units less than 50 square feet are priced at a proportionate ratio to units that
are between 50 and 149 square feet and so on. Along with the unit sizes and prices, a section for
Additional Information was added. This will list any pertinent facts about the units or their
prices, i.e. whether or not the unit is climate controlled or which size units are most common in
the facility. Finally, this section lists whether or not a security deposit is required when
purchasing a unit. This deposit, if required, generally ranges from a half month of rent to a full
month, and is refundable upon vacating the unit. As opposed to many other markets, most of the
facilities surveyed in this area do not require a security deposit.
The mid-section of the analysis sheet lists most of the significant information about the
physical facility and the management of that facility. All of these factors can potentially
influence the price that a facility is able to charge for a storage unit. Most of the information in
this section was gathered by "shopping" the facility. This term refers to visiting the facility as if
one was going to rent a unit. A common practice in the self-storage industry, "shopping" is the
best way to gather unbiased information about the facility and about the management quality. If
managers knew that a potential customer was undertaking a self-storage survey then they would
most likely not divulge the necessary information and, additionally, they may act differently than
they normally would.
Total Number of Units and Total Square Footage provide information as to the size and
composition of the facility. While square footage can be obtained in the local Assessor's
database, total unit number is generally determined during a site visit. The Occupancy of a
facility is another figure that is not easily available. Both the number of units and occupancy are
figures that most owners do not want given to potential competitors. Therefore, it often takes
numerous phone calls and "shopping" visits (often by different people) in order to obtain all of
the necessary data. In this study, complete information was gathered for all 50 facilities.
However, many of the occupancy figures (as they change constantly) and unit counts are close
approximations. Continuing down the column, Age (building age) and Construction Type, along
with Assessed Value, are numbers that can be found in the Assessor's database and are important
when determining the value of an existing facility. Other factors that are unique to self-storage
are whether or not climate controlled units are available, whether or not the facility is fully
fenced and whether there is an existing apartment at the facility so that managers are able to live
on the premises. Most of these relate to the overall security of the facility which is also noted in
the second column under Security, identifying the specific methods of facility security. Along
with security identification is the heading for Individual Alarms, which notes whether or not
each unit within the facility is separately alarmed. Many of these factors did not prove to be
significant price indicators for this survey but are vital to successful systems in other parts of the
country. Length of Lease, Gate Hours and Specials indicates some important information about
the policies of a facility and are necessary when comparing one facility to another. Finally, the
remaining information in this section is based on first hand observations of the facility. Office
Description, Street Volume, Management Rating, Facility Rating and Visibility were given
qualitative ratings that were later converted into a quantitative scale for analytical purposes. All
of these ratings are based on the experience of a visitor at a particular time. Though the ratings
are assigned based on years of self-storage market experience, they are only snapshots, and
because of that, have inherent biases. These ratings in particular will be explained and identified
in the next chapter of this paper.
The final section of the analysis sheet contains general comments about the facility and
the management which are accompanied by pictures of the facility. This section often gives
further explanation of the assigned ratings for certain aspects of the storage operation. The
comments often describe the characteristics that make a certain facility superior or inferior to the
surrounding competition.
Chapter Eight: Description of Ranking Systems and Qualitative Facility Statistics
In order to create a set of data for analysis it was necessary to create a numeric rating
system for each of the different facility characteristics. Figures such as square footage and
occupancy are simple because they are already in a numeric form; however, qualitative ratings
and descriptions are more difficult to quantify. Each of the five categories, Management Rating,
Facility Rating, Street Volume Rating, Visibility Rating and Security Features, was given a
numeric rating on a scale of one to five. Street Volume and Security are the most standardized
because they rely on easily defined factors. The road on which a facility is located either has a
high volume of traffic or a low volume of traffic. If a facility is located at the intersection of two
roads, or if it is technically located on a lower volume road but right next to a high volume road,
then the rating was adjusted to reflect this. Creating a Visibility rating is more difficult because
numerous factors are included. For example, a facility might have a small sign but a huge
building which would give it a high visibility rating. Alternatively, a facility might have a very
visible sign and be positioned behind another building. This too would give the facility a high
rating. The underlying idea behind the rating of visibility is the easy identification that a
building is a self-storage facility and the easy identification of the access point(s) into and out of
that facility. The comments and pictures that accompany each site inspection helped greatly in
the overall ranking process.
The categories of Management and Facility Rating were completely subjective. A
property manager was given a grade of A+ through C- based on numerous phone conversations
and the site inspection. Managers who were sloppily dressed but helpful and knowledgeable
would receive a rating of a B+ or A-. Managers who were thought to be unprofessional and/or
not helpful would receive a rating in the C range. Managers who received an A or A+ were not
only very professional and knowledgeable but were also good salespeople. Though this
characteristic did not prove to be very significant in this study, a high level manager can make an
average property good and a good property great. The demand in this area is still high enough
that management is not the key factor for a high occupancy rate. In other areas of the country,
which are saturated with self-storage facilities, the quality of the management is the key to
success.
The final category of Security Features was another difficult aspect to numerically define.
Many of the facilities had similar security characteristics, i.e. building alarms and monitoring
cameras. After visiting all of the facilities and noting the security characteristic of each, a scale
could be formulated using logical separation features. For example, all of the U-Haul Self-
Storage facilities offered security by using the double-lock system. This system works by
requiring the customer to have a lock and key and the management to have a separate lock with a
key that can be obtained by the customer upon check-in. Though it appears on the surface to be
a very safe system, during the visits to a variety of U-Haul facilities, the managers provided
master keys to view empty units and let the shopper wander through the facilities. This was an
instance of a bad rating for both security and management.
Alternatively, all of the newly constructed Public Self-Storage facilities incorporated
coded building entry in addition to an alarm on each individual unit. These two very different
methods of security should have a significant affect on the price a customer is willing to pay for
self-storage. Additionally, ratings were increased if the self-storage facility had managers that
lived on the premises, which is another logical safety feature. Again, because the storage market
in the Boston area is relatively young, factors such as security do not make a profound difference
in price. However, as the market matures and some of the excess demand is saturated, the
facilities with better security measures in place should be able to command higher rental rates
and maintain higher occupancy.
The chart below summarizes the qualitative and descriptive rating system for these five
variables. The first column shows how each of these qualitative and descriptive ratings is
converted into a quantitative rating. In the final column, Security Features, it is important to note
that each rating increase includes the security features, or equivalent features, that are listed for
each lower rating. For example, a facility with a security rating of five will not only offer
individually alarmed units, but also the security features of ratings one through four.
1 C-, C, C+ Low Poor Lock - Minimal
2 B-, B, B/B+ Low - Medium Poor - Fair Double Lock System
3 B+, A-/B+ Medium Fair Cameras, Building Alarm
4 A-, A Medium - High Good Coded Entry (Gate)
5 A+ High Very Good Individual Unit Alarms
Though any rating system based on first-hand observations has inherent biases, the values
assigned for each facility are based on the extensive experience of the author in the self-storage
industry. The main limitation will come from the fact that these observations are snapshots and
take into account only the limited experience and interaction that the author was able to
undertake with each facility. For the purposes of this study however, the data set offers a very
original and unique examination of the Boston market.
Chapter Nine: Regression Analyses
In order to develop a "price" for each self-storage characteristic, hedonic regression
analysis was used. The regression analyses use the difference in rental prices per square foot
across facilities in order to determine the value of facility characteristics. The objective is to use
the "prices" of characteristics to determine the most profitable locations and physical amenities.
Regression analysis is a technique for developing predictions about the effect that one variable
has on another variable. Similar to the use of Standardized Aptitude Tests (SATs) to predict
academic performance, or population growth to predict construction demand, the regressions for
the Boston self-storage market will use various measures of facility characteristics as predictors
for unit price per square foot. For example, placing many different variables into a regression
might produce a model predicting that only an increase in the security rating will have an effect
on unit price per square foot. The model will also predict by how much the unit price will
increase for every unit increase in security rating. Obviously, this example is very simplified,
but the same principles hold for the more complex regressions that will be analyzed in this study.
By using the storage unit price, which is broken down into the four size categories of
small, medium, large and extra large, as the dependent variable (y variable), the regression will
take the independent variables (x variables) and determine if they affect the unit price and by
how much. When analyzing the Summary Output that results from each regression combination,
it is important to understand certain significant numbers. The focus of these analyses will be on
the Adjusted R-Squareds, the t Stats and the Coefficients. Simply stated, the Adjusted R-
Squared is a measure of how strong the regression is as a predictor of price. In very strong
regressions, values of .9 and above are common. Given that only fifty facilities were visited in a
41 Koosis, Donald J. Statistics: A Self-Teaching Guide, Fourth Edition, John Wiley & Sons,
Inc. (1997) p. 200
very stratified market, the Adjusted R-Squareds will not be extremely large; however, for the
purposes of this study, many of the final regressions show very significant, intuitive correlations.
The t Statistic (t Stat) is a value used to determine how much an individual variable contributes
to the strength of a regression. Absolute 2 (2 or -2) is often used as a t Stat benchmark for
determining significant variables. However, any variable that has a t Stat of absolute 1.7 or
greater is a strong indicator. For example, if management rating has a t Stat of 2.5 then it is
strong indicator that higher quality management will lead to higher unit prices. Finally, the
Coefficients for each variable show by how much an increase or decrease in that variable will
affect storage unit price. Obviously, for variables that have low t Stats, the Coefficients will not
be significant. Formulating strong regressions is as much of an art as it is a science. Numerous
regressions, with alternate variable combinations, need to be run in order to determine the
strongest regression with the most significant variables. For these analyses, regressions were
completed for each unit size. A truncated version of a limited number of regressions will be
examined in this section. The regressions will be organized in a way that shows the thought
process used to derive the strongest relationships for each unit size. A complete list of all of the
significant regression tables and outputs used for this study are located in the Appendix.
Prior to running any regressions it is important to understand the variables that are going
to be used in the equations and how the variables correlate to each other. A correlation matrix
can be used to determine how strongly variables correlate to one another, either positively or
negatively. This is important to understand, because two variables which are highly correlated
will not yield an accurate Adjusted R-Squared and can produce misleading t Stats. In order to
run a correlation matrix there must be a data point for each variable in the study. Since many
facilities did not offer a unit in each of the four sizes or with exactly the same combination of
features (i.e. climate control or drive-up access) the table for constructing a correlation matrix
had to be shortened considerably. Numerous matrices were analyzed and similar correlations
were identified in each matrix. Table 2(a), which is a truncated table showing most of the
variables, was used to produce Matrix 1. A complete set of matrix tables and correlation
matrices is located in the Appendix.
Table 2(a)
Facility lF CC Facility Man. Street Fac # Pop / Dist. To Pop. City
City # Y/N Rating Rating Visibility Volume Security Units Tot. Units CBD Density Population
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Cambridge
Cambridge
Everett
Lynn
Medford
Medford
Newton
Peabody
Revere
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
4.200
3.960
3.200
3.560
3.560
2.100
4.750
2.400
1.680
1.735
2.360
3.040
1.200
1.960
2.875
3.400
1.960
3.480
2.770
2.635
1.787
2.035
2.285
1.760
2.565
1.620
1.395
1.280
1.680
2.200
0.960
1.180
1.990
2.225
1.835
2.360
1.835
1.825
1.470
1.695
1.695
1.815
2.040
1.345
0.765
1.030
1.315
1.315
0.950
1.080
1.845
1.640
1.480
1.790
1.460
1.525
1.030
1.330
1.585
1.800
1.715
1.165
0.930
0.880
1.055
1.120
0.960
0.820
1.220
1.375
1.670
1.700
400
500
650
640
600
1500
500
900
700
609
534
1044
480
600
400
600
400
500
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
32.87
32.87
36.83
50.27
23.61
23.61
78.3
24.44
72.04
23.12
23.12
23.12
23.12
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
3.13
3.13
3.52
9.89
5.15
5.15
6.32
13.08
6.42
9.18
9.18
9.18
9.18
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
15,478
15,478
10,384
7,415
7,162
7,162
4,516
2,863
7,301
4,638
4,638
4,638
4.638
594,898
594,898
594,898
594,898
594,898
99,524
99,524
35,097
83,794
58,296
58,296
81,747
48,129
43,222
58,908
58,908
58,908
58.908
Matrix I
CC Facility Man Street Fac # Pop/ Dist. To Pop City
Small Medium Large Ex-Large Y/N Rating Rating Visibilty Volume Security Unit Tot. Units CBD Density Population
Small 1
Medium 0.93 1
Large 0.81 0.84 1
Ex-Large 0.56 0 71 0.83 1
CC Y/N 0.01 0.18 0.01 0.22 1
Fac. Rating -0.08 -0.11 -0.04 0.03 0.19 1
Man. Rating 0.02 -0.02 0.02 0.00 0.45 1
Visibility -0.13 -0.06 -0.16 -0.04 -0.02 -0.19 0.16 1
Street Vol. -0.06 0.01 0.00 0.05 -0.24 -0.24 0.20 0 SS 1
Security 0.53 0.45 0.27 0.19 0.19 0.02 0.10 -0.24 -0.15 1
# of Units -0.23 -0.16 -0.05 0.10 -0.20 0.14 -0.22 0.36 0.24 -0.54 1
Pop / Tot Units 0.44 0.36 0.14 -0.04 -0.12 0.10 -0.02 0.46 0.30 0.29 0.02 1
Dist to 02108 -0.35 -0.26 -0.36 -0.23 0.42 0.14 0.04 -0.22 -0.22 -0.06 -0.47 -0.21 1
Pop Density 0.60 0.50 0.48 0.32 -0.28 -0.01 0.10 0.35 0.49 0.40 0.04 1t " 
City Pop 0.57 0.50 0.39 0.21 -0.07 0.05 0.19 0.32 0.48 0.42 -0. 17 . -0.171W , 1
Table 2(a) displays the variables that are being correlated in Matrix 1. Unit Prices,
Facility and Management Rating, Visibility, Street Volume and Security were identified earlier
in this paper. "CC" or Climate Control indicates whether the storage unit in that particular
storage facility is temperature controlled. Numerous facilities offered both climate-controlled
and non-climate-controlled units. In these instances, an additional row was added in the table for
the same facility, listing the price of each unit. (This was also done for Drive-Up, "D/U",
indication and Ceiling Height, "7.5"', indication.) "Fac. # Units" displays the total amount of
units, regardless of size, that a facility has for rent. The next variable, "Pop. / Tot. Units", shows
the population of the city in which the facility is located divided by the total number of units for
rent in that city. "Dist. To CBD" refers to the average distance in miles that the referenced city
is located away from the Boston Central Business District (02108 zip code). This measure is
used as a proxy for land value, which should decrease as the distance from the Boston CBD
becomes greater. "Pop Density" refers to number of residents per square mile in the city in
which the storage facility is located. Finally, "City Population" refers to the total number of
residents who live in the referenced city. Variables indicating the ceiling height of a unit and
whether it can be accessed by car were omitted from these correlation matrices.
By simply naming the variables it is obvious that a few are going to have strong
correlations to one another. City Population, Population Density and Population / Total Number
of Units, are all highly correlated. Logically, Population Density and the Distance to Boston
CBD, are highly negatively correlated. Other strong relationships can be seen in Visibility with
Street Volume and Facility Rating with Management Rating [Facility and Management Rating is
more highly correlated in all of the additional correlation matrices]. Both of these relationships
intuitively make sense. Storage facilities which have spent money to be located on high volume
streets will most likely ensure that their identification sign is displayed prominently.
Additionally, highly rated facilities will logically be more likely to better train their management
staff. In determining the strongest regressions for unit price, it is often necessary to eliminate
one of the highly correlated variables. This will lead to results which are less biased.
The first set of regressions is used to estimate the variables that affect the price per square
foot for small units, which are less than 50 square feet in area. The table for these regressions,
Table 3 - Small Units, as well as the tables for each unit size, is derived from Table 1 -
Regression Statistics, located in the appendix.
Table 3 - Regression I
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.7262
R Square 0.5273
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error 0.6918
Observations 44
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value y = Small Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
7.5' Celling Height: Yes - 1; No -0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Management Rating: I - 5
Visibility Rating: 1 -5
Street Volume: I - 5
Security Rating: 1 -5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population / Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Poulation Density
intercept
CC Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
Pop Density
1.6350
0.3569
0.1306
-0.0862
-0.0303
-0.1343
0.0491
0.3076
-0.0002
0.0119
-0.0529
0.0000
0.7508
0.2281
0.4697
0.1751
0.1412
0.1013
0.0856
0.1501
0.0003
0.0055
0.0478
0.0000
2.1775
0.2781
-0.4922
-0.2145
-1.3255
0.5736
-0.6634
-1.1.078
0.8259
0.0369
0.1274
0.7827
0.6259
0.8315
0.1944
0.5703
0.0487,
0.5118
0.0369
0.2762
0.4150
Regression 1 for Table 3 includes all of the variables except "D/U" because none of the
small surveyed units were accessible by car. The Adjusted R-Squared is .3648, which says that
the combination of these variables explains 36.5% of the dependent price variable. Even in this
early regression the variables for Climate Control, Security and Population / Total Number of
Units have significant t Stats. As highly correlated variable and insignificant variables are
eliminated, the result should lead to a stronger regression with larger t Stats.
Table 3 - Regression 4
[SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6995
R Square 0.4894
Adjusted R Square 010 f
Standard Error 0.6876
Observations 44
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 1.7788 0.5960 2.9849 0.0051
CC Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units,
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
0.1290
-0.0742
0.0207
0.0143
-0.0957
0.2232
0.4419
0. 1493
0.0785
0.1409
0.0002
0.0040
0.0318
-0.4971
0.1172
0.7720
0.6222
0.7933
0.0441
0.2892
0.0010
0.0048
y = Small Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No -0
7.5' Ceiling Height: Yes -1; No - 0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: I - 5
Security Rating: 1 - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
In Regression 4 the least significant of the highly correlated variables was eliminated.
Visibility, Management Rating and Population Density were removed from the equation. This
elimination resulted in an increase in the Adjusted R-Squared as well as stronger t Stats. While
all of the variables with significant t Stats in Regression 1 became stronger, eliminating
Population Density caused the variable for the Distance to Boston CBD to become highly
significant. The Coefficients column also displays pertinent data. This regression estimates that
the price per square foot of a small climate controlled unit should be $.36 higher than a non-
climate controlled unit. Similarly, each unit increase in security rating is estimated to increase
the price by $.29. While the quality of the regression has increased, there are still variables
included that do not appear to be significant factors for determining unit price.
Table 3 - Regression 5
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6794
R Square 0.4616
Adjusted R Square ~.
Standard Error 0.6688
Observations _ 44
Coefficients Standard Error t it P-value y = Small Unit Price
Intercept 1.6402 0.4260 3.8507 0.0004 X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No -0
CC Y/N 0.2096 0.1627 Security Rating: 1 - 5
Security 0.1213 0.0177 Population I Total # of units
Pop / Tot Units 0.0132 0.0036 0.0008 Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Dist to 02108 -0.0935 0.0293 0.0028
Regression 5 for Table 3 is the strongest equation for estimating small unit price based on
the total pool of variables. The Adjusted R-Squared of .4063 indicates that almost 41% of small
unit prices can be explained by using the four significant variables. Though the Climate Control
variable does not have a very high t Stat, the regression has a higher Adjusted R-Squared by
including it. The price equation that results from this regression is the following:
Small Unit Price = 1.64 +.3(CC) +.3(Security) +.01(Pop/Units) -. 09(CBD Distance)
The regression results for medium sized units, which range between 50 square feet and
149 square feet, are similar to those for small sized units. Climate Control, Security, Population /
Total Number of Units and Distance to Boston CBD remain significant price indicators.
However, the Adjusted R-Squared for the medium units is much lower than it is for small units.
In Table 4 - Regression 3 the highly correlated variables have been eliminated and the Adjusted
R-Squared is still less than .3. Drive-Up accessibility also appears to be loosely correlated to the
medium unit price, however, that correlation diminishes as other insignificant variables are
eliminated.
Table 4 -Regression 3
[SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6461
R Square 0.4174
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error 0.4263
Observations 51
Standard Enor
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
7.5' YIN
Fac. Rating
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
-0.1014
-0.0109
-0.0001
0.0061
-0.0552
0.3666
0.1358
0.2202
0.2658
0.0875
0.0462
0.0846
0.0001
0.0023
0.0179
tStat P-value
4.2120
1.1942
0.2201
-1.1587
0.0001
0.0598
0.2392
0.8269
0.2533
0.8143
0.0340
0.4169
0.0110
0.0037
y = Medium Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1: No - 0
7.5' Ceiling Height: Yes - 1; No -0
Facility Rating: 1 - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: 1 - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Table 4 - Regression 5
[SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6034
R Square 0.3641
Adjusted R Square 8
Standard Error 0.4205
Observations 51
Intercept 1.3593 0.2632
CC Y/N fg& 3 0.1245
Security 0.0725
Pop / Tot Units 0.0055 0.0022
Dist to 02108 -0.0535 0.0164
P-value
0.0000
0.1441
0.0294
0.0135
0.0021
y = Medium Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Security Rating: 1 - 5
Population / Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
The strongest equation for price results from Regression 5, which indicates an Adjusted
R-Squared of .3088. Though the equation for medium unit price is not as strong as the one for
small unit price, the four variables are still significant indicators. The strongest price equation
for medium sized units is as follows:
Medium Unit Price = 1.36 +.19(CC) +.16(Security) +.01(Pop/Units) - .05(CBD Distance)
The independent variables for the small and medium unit price equations make logical
sense. Population / Total Number of Units is a proxy variable for unit demand. If a city
population becomes larger and the total number of units in that city remains constant then
rationally, the demand for those units should rise. Similarly, cities which are located closer to
the Boston CBD have higher land costs, and thus need to charge a premium in order to create the
same rate of return as other facilities. This location should also attract a higher demand because
it is closer to the center of employment and thus more convenient for customers to access.
Interestingly, the t Stats for these variables vary significantly as the unit size increases.
Similarly, the t Stats for Security and Climate Control vary as the unit size increases. In
explaining the significance of Security and Climate Control for small and medium sized units, it
can be rationalized that customers who choose to rent a smaller sized unit might store more
valuable merchandise. Often, businesses will use self-storage to archive and organize records
and files. Storing important information in a secure and temperature controlled environment
might be an important consideration. Additionally, the negative correlation to the Boston CBD
might explain a need for frequent access. Obviously there are numerous scenarios that can
explain the significance of the dependent variables in this equation, as well as the insignificance
of the variables that were eliminated. It is by forming these hypotheses and understanding the
different variables that a self-storage developer can create a facility that is best suited to a given
market environment.
Table 5 - Regression I
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6879
R Square 0.4732
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error 0.2923
Observations 43
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value y = Large Unit Price
Intercept 1.3442 0.3729 3.6049 0.0011 X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
CC YIN 0.0458 0.1043 0.4393 0.6635 Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1; no - 0
D/U YIN 0.0335 0.1389 0.2413 0.8109 Facility Rating: 1 - 5
Fac. Rating -0.0261 0.0765 -0.3413 0.7352 Management Rating: 1 - 5
Man. Rating 0.0165 0.0571 0.2895 0.7741 Visibility Rating: 1 -5
Visibility -0.0409 0.0436 -0.9400 0.3545 Street Volume: I - 5
Street Vol. -0.0134 0.0402 -0.3332 0.7412 Security Rating: 1 -5
Security 0.0546 0.0712 0.7661 0.4494 # of Units: Some are Approximate
# of Units 0.0000 0.0001 0.0736 0.9418 Population I Total # of units
Pop I Tot Units 0.0003 0.0025 0.1338 0.8944 Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Dist to 02108 -0.0258 0.0189 -1.3666 0.1816 Poulation Density
Pop Density 0.0000 0.0000 0.1221
Regression 1 for Table 5 shows the initial estimate for large unit price prediction. With
an Adjusted R-Squared of .2863 and no variables with highly significant t Stats, this regression is
a poor predictor of price. Additionally, the variable for ceiling height is not included for this
unit size because all of the large units surveyed had ceiling heights of 7.5 feet or higher.
Table 5 - Regression 3
ISUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6407
R Square 0.105
Adjusted R Square -
Standard Error 0.2953
Observations 43
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept
CC YIN
DIU YIN
Fac. Rating
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units.
Pop I Tot Units
Dist to 02108
1.4804
0.0416
0.0208
-0.0034
-0.0146
0.0655
0.0000
0.0028
-0.0503
0.3504
0.1039
0.1376
0.0679
0.0366
0.0709
0.0001
0.0017
0.0135
4.2251
0.4004
0.1510
-0.0505
-0.3982
0.9238
-n nm7A
0.0002
0.6914
0. 8809
0.9601.
0.6930
0.3621
0.9307
0.1185
0.0007
y = Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1: No - 0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
In Regression 3 all of the highly correlated variables were eliminated. The Adjusted R-
Squared actually became lower, but the variables for Population / Total Number of Units and
Distance to Boston CBD became more significant.
Table 5 - Regression 5
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6356
R Square 0.4040
Adjusted R Square I
Standard Error 0.2772
Observations 43
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value y = Large Unit Price
intercept 1.4151 0.2277 6.2162 0.0000 X = Security Rating: 1 -5
Security 0.0706 0.0636 1.1103 0.2737 Population / Total # of units
Pop /Tot Units 0.0026 0.0016 0.1035 Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Dist to 02108 -0.0499 0.0117 0.0001
Table 5 - Regression 5 yields the strongest relationship for predicting large unit price.
The Adjusted R-Squared increased greatly as the insignificant variables were eliminated from the
regression. Though the Security variable has a low t Stat, including it created a stronger
equation. Various regressions were run including variables for Drive-Up Accessibility, Climate
Control and Security, and the regression that only included Security was the strongest.
Therefore, Security, Population / Total Number of Units and Distance to Boston CBD, explain
almost 36% of the price for a large unit size. The resulting price equation is as follows:
Large Unit Price = 1.42 +.07(Security) +.003(Pop/Units) -. 05(CBD Distance)
The final set of regressions were run in order to determine significant factors relating to
extra large unit price, which represents units that are 250 square feet or greater in area. The
results from extra large unit regressions vary greatly from those obtained for the other unit sizes.
Table 6 - Regression I
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.8159
R Square 0.6657
Adjusted R Squareffi
Standard Error 0.2596
Observations 27
Coefficients Standard Eror
Intercept 1.3028 0.5081
CC Y/N 0.1469
D/U Y/N 0.1732
Fac. Rating -0.0031 0.0893
Man. Rating -0.1218 0.0803
VisIbility -0.0526 0.0488
Street Vol. 0.0311 0.0480
Security 0.0176 0.0860
# of Units 0.0002 0.0003
Pop / Tot Units -0.0055 0.0029
Dist to 02108 -0.0255 0.0257
Pop Density 0.0000 0.0000
t Stat
2.5642
1.2939
-0.0344
-1.0777
0.'6466
0.2043
0.7852
-0.9903
P-value y = X Large Unit Price
0.0216 X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No -0
0.0087 Drive Up Unit: Yes -1; no - 0
0.2153 Facility Rating: 1 -5
0.9730 Management Rating: I -5
0.1500 Visibility Rating: I - 5
0.2982 Street Volume: I -5
0.5276 Security Rating: I - 5
0.8409 # of Units: Some are Approximate
0.4446 Population I Total # of units
0.0797 Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
0.3377 Poulation Density
0.0193
Table 6 - Regression 1 shows a relatively high Adjusted R-Squared with the inclusion of
most of the variables. Once again, the variable for ceiling height was discarded because all of
the extra large units meet the 7.5 foot height threshold. While the Adjusted R-Squared is
relatively high, a closer look at the t Stats indicates that the variables are not correctly predicting
price. The t Stat for the Management Rating variable is -1.52. While t Stat shows the rating to
be important, the value of the t Stat is negative, indicating that better management is leading to a
lower price per square foot. Obviously, this result does not make logical sense. Similarly, the
variables for Population Density and Population / Total Number of Units have significant t Stats.
However, the sign on Population / Total Number of Units is negative, indicating that an increase
in the population while holding constant the number of available rental units will decrease
demand. Again, this result is not correct.
In Regression 4, all of the highly correlated variables are eliminated. However, in all the
regressions for the other unit sizes, eliminating the variable for Population Density and including
the variables for Population / Total Number of Units and Distance from Boston CBD created a
stronger regression. For extra large unit prices, the opposite relationship creates a stronger
equation. Though the Adjusted R-Squared is lower for Regression 4 the variables and their t
Stats are more logical.
Table 6 - Regression 4
ISUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6955
R Square 0.4838
Adjusted R Square 1J 1
Standard Error 0.2866
Observations 27
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value
Intercept 0.6824 0.4124 1.6547 0.1144
cc Y/N
D/U Y/N
Fac. Rating
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop Density
0.0575
-0 0640
-0.0299
0.0639
0 0004
0.0000
0.1333
0.1699
0.0909
0.0435
0.0893
0.0003
0.0000
0.3384
-0.7043
-0.6875
0.0816
0.7388
0.4898
0.5001
0.4826
0.1308
0.0153
y = X Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No -0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1: No - 0
Facility Rating: 1 - 5
Street Volume: 1 -5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population Density
The equation for Table 6 - Regression 6 yields the highest Adjusted R-Squared using
variables that logically correlate to unit price. While the variable for Number of Units had a
solid t Stat in the previous regression, the number of units that a facility has should not be a
logical indicator of price. When we eliminate that variable, as well as the variables that have low
t Stats, the Adjusted R-Squared increases considerably.
Table 6 - Regression 6
ISUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6394
R Square 0.4088
Adjusted R Square
Standard Error 0.2729
Observations 27
Coefficients Standard Error t
ntercept 0.8556 0.1020 8.
CC Y/N
Pop Density 0.0000
0.1129
0.0000
P-value
1 0.0000
0.0486,
0.0009
y = X Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No -0
Population DensityI
The price equation for the extra large unit size is as follows:
Extra Large Unit Price =.86 +.23(CC) +.000001 (Population Density)
The significance of the Climate Control and Population Density variables makes intuitive
sense. A much lower number of extra large climate-controlled units exist compared to climate-
controlled units in smaller sizes. Therefore, a price premium can be added for this feature.
Population Density, though it does not influence price greatly, is a strong indicator for every unit
size because it is a proxy for demand. The absence of significant variables for Security and
Distance to Boston CBD can also be rationally explained. Customers that rent a unit which is
larger than 250 square feet most likely need to store very large items, like an automobile or large
pieces of furniture. These items, being large and obvious, are much more difficult for a thief to
steal. Therefore, while increased security is good, it is not worth paying extra to have.
Additionally, it could be hypothesized that customers who rent extra large units will tend to
access the unit less frequently than customers who rent small units. As opposed to a customer
storing files or records, a customer renting an extra large unit might not need access to the unit
far an extended period of time. Therefore, distance to the Boston CBD, and the associated
premium for location, becomes less important.
Chapter Ten: Conclusion
By incorporating the national data and analyzing the results produced by the regressions
many conclusions can be drawn regarding storage in the Boston market. Extrapolating some of
the regression results is the best way to conclude this study.
While Population / Total Number of units and Distance to Boston CBD were highly
significant across all unit sizes it is important to understand exactly what these results indicate.
As expected, distance away from Boston and thus, lower population densities are factors which
decrease the rent that can be charged for storage. For example, Patriot Storage in Boston and EZ
Mini Storage in Peabody have very similar physical characteristics and facility/management
ratings. A small, non-climate controlled unit rents for $3.56 per square foot at Patriot and only
$2.04 at EZ Mini. Similarly, the medium units rent are $1.56 per square foot and $.94 per square
foot respectively. While these figures are well above the national averages, the variance
indicates how sensitive price is to location in the Boston market. By looking at the coefficients
that were produced for Distance from Boston CBD the factor of location can be further
explained. An average distance coefficient of -.06 across unit sizes indicates that the monthly
price per square foot that can be charged for a storage unit should decrease by $.06 for every
mile a facility is located away from the Boston CBD. Using the average Boston rent across unit
sizes of $2.30 per square foot, the distance coefficient predicts that a Boston storage facility
rental rate, which accounts for a 6 mile distance from the Boston CBD, should drop by $.42 per
square foot if the storage facility were located in Peabody, which is 13 miles from the CBD. Due
to the exclusion of other price factors the actual drop in rental rates is higher for a Peabody
storage facility, however, the distance coefficients do provide a simple proxy for land costs. For
example, a 50,000 square foot facility constructed at $40 per square foot for new construction
gives a developer a cost of $2,000,000 without factoring in land value. Using simplified
numbers for this example, assume that the developer is paying completely in cash and requires a
pre-tax return of 15 percent. Additionally, the operating expenses are approximately 33 percent
of the income and the stabilized occupancy rate is 90 percent. This scenario requires $10 per
square foot of annual rental income or $.83 per month to meet the required threshold, exclusive
of land. Therefore, of the $2.30 average Boston rent, about $1.47 can be attributed to land costs.
In Peabody, which has an average rent across units of $1.01 per square foot, only $.18 can be
attributed to land while facilities in Waltham, with average rents of $2.08 per square foot can
attribute $1.25 to land costs. Using these numbers for the Boston market it can be extrapolated
that locating a facility more than 30 miles from the CBD will generate income that does not meet
the minimum threshold. Obviously, other factors exist and other markets are formed within a
30-mile distance from Boston but the simple numbers demonstrate the importance of location in
achieving optimal per square foot rents. High land costs have been indicated throughout this
paper as a major barrier to entry into the Boston market. The fact that prime land is scarce and
these analyses emphasize the importance of location, it is not difficult to see why the supply is
abnormally below the adequate market level.
Other significant variables include those for Climate Control and Security. Climate
Control is a difficult variable to analyze in this market. While most of the facilities are older
buildings and/or rehabilitated buildings the temperature control systems are extremely difficult to
categorize and place a construction price on. Facilities that offer heat, air conditioning and/or
humidity control are all classified as climate controlled, however, the costs for each of these
systems vary significantly. Though the regression coefficients show a slight price premium for
the advantage of climate control, analyzing the facilities that offer both non-climate control and
climate control units shows that the premium is very minor and most likely not worth the cost of
implementing. In other parts of the country, upwards of 50 percent premiums can be charged for
climate controlled units. However, the Boston market demand for this attribute is unclear.
The variable for Security, however, is easier to identify and explain. The Security
coefficients for small and medium units are .3 and .16 respectively. This predicts that for each
rating increase in security, a facility can charge $.30 more for monthly rent on small sized units
and $.16 more for monthly rent on medium sized units. The cost for individually alarming each
unit is only about $1 per square foot, even when retrofitting a system. Therefore, a 50,000
square foot facility would only need to increase unit rents by $1 per year or $.08 per month in
order to amortize the entire cost in one year. This amount would be achieved in less than six
months given the potential security rent premiums predicted above. Both distance and security
proved to be the most important indicators of price in the Boston market.
However, looking at the overview of the market or the regression results separately does
not provide an accurate or complete look at self-storage in the Boston area. By all accounts, the
number of square feet demanded per person in the Boston market is less than the number of
square feet currently supplied. Factors like Climate Control, Security, Distance to the Boston
CBD and Population Density showed strong relationships to the local market prices for storage.
However, the more interesting results come from the fact that facility rating and management
rating did not appear to correlate to price. This is the sign of a young, underserved market. Once
the market has reached a threshold of saturation, developers are no longer able to rely on demand
in order to achieve high occupancy rates. Their focus will have to switch toward improving the
product they are offering and improving the way in which they are offering it. The chart below
shows the breakdown of management and facility ratings over the 50 surveyed properties. The
average rating for management and facility quality was 2.4 and 2.7, respectively. In highly
competitive markets around the country a consistent rating of 4 or 5 would be expected in each
category. The fact that only about 10 percent of managers and 20 percent of facilities in the area
are considered to be high quality is the real sign of market opportunity.
Facility and Management Breakdowns for All Surveyed Cities
New England and U.S. Manager Characteristics42
60.00%
40.00%
20.00%
0.00%
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Furthering this hypothesis are the results in the second chart comparing New England
manager characteristics with those of the entire country. New England facilities have only 17.9
percent of managers that are full-time residents compared to the national average of 37.8 percent.
This number is the lowest, by far, for any sub-region in the country. Similarly, 42.9 percent of
New England facilities have full-time managers who are the facility owners. This is the highest
number for any sub-region in the county. This helps to substantiate the hypothesis of an
42 MiniCo. Inc. 2003 Self Storage Almanac (Phoenix, Arizona: MiniCo, Inc. Publishing Division, 2003) p. 103,
Table 10.1.
.
20
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U) 5
Rating 1 2 3 4 5
l Facility 6 18 15 7 4
m Mbnagement 8 19 17 5 1
underdeveloped Boston market. Whereas well-functioning, competitive self-storage markets
across the country are emphasizing management through the use of full-time resident managers
as well as professional management companies, the New England market is still operating with a
large number of "mom and pop" facilities.
In summary, the current market for self-storage in Boston is undersupplied. The market
currently has the highest occupancy rates in the nation along with the highest rents per square
foot and most of the existing facilities are sub-par. However, the barriers to entry are not
fictional. To operate and be successful in the Boston market a developer has to understand the
area and either become extremely proficient in permitting new facilities or offer a management
expertise that can be implemented in existing facilities. Either way, with living and commercial
space becoming more and more expensive, the need for storage will continue to increase and
opportunities will continue to become more lucrative. If these indications are correct then in ten
to fifteen years a self-storage market should emerge in Boston that is not only still very lucrative
but extremely mature, professional and proficient.
Appendix
Exhibit 1 - Facility List
Boston
Brighton Self-Storage
1360 Commonwealth Avenue
(617) 739-4401
www.briahtonselfstoraae.com
Storage USA
235 N. Beacon Street
(617) 782-1177
www.sus.com
Fortress
99 Boston Street, Boston
(617) 288-3636
www.thefortress.com
Planet Self-Storage
33 Traveler Street, Boston
(617) 426-7229
www.planetselfstoraqe.com
U Haul Self-Storage
985 Massachusetts Avenue
(617) 442-5600
www.uhaul.com
Boston
Planet Self-Storage
100 Southampton
(617) 445-6776
www.planetselfstorage.com
7 Blue Hill Self-Storage
250 Woodrow Avenue, Dorchester
(617) 822-3200
8 Patriot Self-Storage
968 Massachusetts Avenue, Roxbury
(617) 541-5600
www.ustoreit.com
9 Castle Self-Storage
39 Old Colony Avenue, S. Boston
(617) 268-5056
www.castleselfstorage.com
10 Planet Self-Storage
135 Old Colony Avenue, South Boston
(617) 268-8282
www.olanetselfstorage.com
Brookline
11 Longwood Storage Inc.
5 Station Street
(617) 277-9500
www.longwoodstorage.com
Cambridge
12 Cambridge Self-Storage
445 Concord Avenue
(617) 876-5060
www.selfstorage.net/selfstorage
13 Metropolitan moving & Storage Corp.
134 Massachusetts Avenue
(617) 547-8180
www.naviagent.com/metromov/storage.html
14 The Storage Depot
264 Msgr O'Brien Highway
(617) 864-5450
www.thestoraqedepot.com
15 U-Haul Self-Storage
844 Main Street
(617) 354-0500
www.uhaul.com
Everett
16 Mark's Secure Self-Storage
2050 Revere Beach Parkway
(617) 389-7824
17 Storage USA
329 2nd Street
(617) 394-0407
www.sus.com
Lynn
18 Extra Space Storage of Lynn
583 Lynnway
(781) 596-1890
www.extraspace.com
19 Public Storage
595 Lynnway
(781) 592-8560
www.publicstoraqe.com
20 Space Rental Inc.
50 Bennett Street
(781) 593-4310
Lynn
21 U-Haul Self-Storage
282 Lynnway
(781) 593-5455
www.uhaul.com
Maiden
22 Public Storage
650 Eastern Avenue
(781) 324-3157
www.oublicstorage.com
23 Stor-Gard Self-Storage
34 Broadway
(781) 322-9600
www.storgard.com
24 Town Line Self-Storage
9 Linehurst Road
(781) 321-1200
www.townlineselfstoraqe.com
25 U-Haul Self-Storage
124-126 Eastern Ave. (Rt. 60)
(781) 322-7069
www.uhaul.com
Maiden
26 Wayside Compartments, Inc.
1 Wesley Street
(781) 324-4858
Medford
27 W.E. McCarthy
241 Mystic Avenue
(781) 396-7724
28 Planet Self Storage
970 Fellsway
(781) 391-0117
www.planetselfstorage.com
29 Public Storage
327 Mystic Avenue
(781) 391-4201
www.poublicstorage.com
30 U-Store-It (Patriot)
55 Commercial Street
(781) 391-1155
www.u-store-it.com
Newton
31 Storage USA
128 Bridge Street
(617) 244-4420
www.sus.com
Peabody
32 Bourbon Street Mini Storage
3A Bourbon Street
(978) 535-0001
33 EZ Mini Storage
244 Andover Street
(978) 532-0222
www.ezmini.com
34 Public Storage
240 Newbury Street
(978) 535-7742
www.publicstoraqe.com
35 Stor U Self
119 Foster Street
(978) 818-6062
www.storuself.com
Revere
36 Public Storage
195 Ward Street
(781) 284-6095
www.publicstorage.com
Salem
37 North Shore Self-Storage
38 Swampscott Road
1-800-479-7833
www.homestore.com
38 Salem Self-Storage
4 Jefferson Avenue
(978) 745-0300
www.salemstorage.com
39 U-Haul Self-Storage
43 Jefferson Av (@ Rt 107)
(978) 744-6030
www.uhaul.com
40 Uncle Bob's Self-Storage
435 Highland Avenue
(978) 741-0990
www.unclebobs.com
.... ........
Somerville
41 C-Free Self-Storage
86 Joy Street
(617) 625-6410
www.cfreestorage.com
42 Extra Space
460 Somerville Avenue
(617) 625-1000
www.extraspace.com
43 Planet Self-Storage
39 Medford Street
(617) 497-4800
www.p lanetstorage.com
44 U Haul Co.
151 Linwood Street
(617) 625-2789
www.uhaul.com
45 U-Haul Self-Storage
600 Mystic Valley Parkway
(781) 396-9030
www.uhaul.com
Waltham
46 Planet Self-Storage
115 Bacon Street
(781) 891-6664
www.planetselfstorage.com
47 Public Storage
260 Lexington Street
(781) 893-6523
www.publicstorage.com
48 The Storage Depot
195 Bear Hill Road
(781) 890-7867
www.thestoragedepot.com
49 Storage Plus Inc.
37 River Street
(617) 926-2628
50 Storage USA
190 Willow Street
(781) 642-9992
www.sus.com
Table 1 - Regression Statistics
Price Per Square Foot Climate Drive-Up 7.5 Foot Facility Management Visibility Street Security Total # Of City Population / Distance To Population
Ejk JnJ. Medium Large X-Large Controlled Accessible Ceiling Height R Rating Eaing Volume Eating .. 1| City Total # Units Boston CBD Density
Boston 1 4.000 2.283 1.770 1 0 1 4 3 1 5 3 600 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 2 4.200 2.770 1.835 1.460 0 0 1 3 2 3 4 5 400 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 4 3.960 2.635 1.825 1.525 1 0 1 2 3 5 3 4 500 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 5 2.660 1.580 0 0 0 2 2 5 5 2 2000 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 5 3.280 1.995 1 0 0 2 2 5 5 2 2000 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 6 3.200 1.787 1.470 1.030 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 3 650 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 6 2.785 1.750 0 1 1 2 3 4 5 3 650 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 8 3.560 2.035 1.695 1.330 0 0 1 4 4 4 5 3 640 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 9 3.560 2.285 1.695 1.585 1 0 1 3 3 4 5 5 600 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 9 1.775 0 1 1 3 3 4 5 5 600 91.95 6.3 23,329
Boston 10 2.800 1.800 1.360 0 0 1 2 2 4 4 3 400 91.95 6.3 23,329
Cambridge 12 3.720 2.700 1.750 0 0 1 2 1 3 4 3 500 32.87 3.13 15,478
Cambridge 12 4.200 3.085 1.830 1 0 1 2 1 3 4 3 500 32.87 3.13 15,478
Cambridge 13 2.100 1.760 1.815 1.800 0 0 1 3 2 5 5 2 1500 32.87 3.13 15,478
Cambridge 14 4.750 2.565 2.040 1.715 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 5 500 32.87 3.13 15,478
Cambridge 15 2.970 1.950 0 0 1 1 1 4 5 2 528 32.87 3.13 15,478
Everett 16 1.820 1.250 0 0 1 2 1 1 5 1 53 36.83 3.52 10,384
Everett 17 2.400 1.620 1.345 1.165 0 0 1 3 3 3 3 3 900 36.83 3.52 10,384
Lynn 18 1.335 1.050 1.060 0 1 1 3 2 4 5 3 668 50.27 9.89 7,415
Lynn 19 1.680 1.395 0.765 0.930 0 0 1 2 2 5 5 3 700 50.27 9.89 7,415
Lynn 20 2.000 1.175 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 2 200 50.27 9.89 7,415
Lynn 21 1.395 0 0 1 1 3 3 5 2 99 50.27 9.89 7,415
Malden 23 1.960 1.335 1.365 1 0 1 4 4 3 4 4 500 19.44 5.1 10,531
MaIden 23 1.445 0 1 1 4 4 3 4 4 500 19.44 5.1 10,531
Malden 24 2.760 1.940 0 0 1 3 4 3 5 4 400 19.44 5.1 10,531
Malden 24 1.790 1.405 0 1 1 3 4 3 5 4 400 19.44 5.1 10,531
MaIden 25 2.600 1.675 1.430 0 0 1 2 2 3 5 2 456 19.44 5.1 10,531
Malden 26 1.760 1.135 0.790 1 0 1 2 2 2 4 3 750 19.44 5.1 10,531
Medford 27 1.735 1.280 1.030 0.880 0 0 1 2 2 2 4 3 609 23.61 5.15 7,162
Medford 28 2.360 1.680 1.315 1.055 1 0 1 3 5 4 4 4 534 23.61 5.15 7,162
Newton 31 3.040 2.200 1.315 1.120 1 0 1 3 2 3 2 3 1044 78.3 6.32 4,516
Peabody 32 1.075 0.685 0.620 0 0 1 3 3 1 2 3 200 24.44 13.08 2,863
Peabody 33 1.560 0.935 0 0 1 4 2 5 5 4 625 24.44 13.08 2,863
Peabody 33 1.385 1.090 0.875 0 1 1 4 2 5 5 4 625 24.44 13.08 2,863
Peabody 34 1.440 1.190 0.935 0 0 1 2 1 5 5 4 664 24.44 13.08 2,863
Peabody 34 1.055 0 1 1 2 1 5 5 4 664 24.44 13.08 2,863
Peabody 35 1.200 0.960 0.950 0.960 1 0 1 4 3 1 1 4 480 24.44 13.08 2,863
Revere 36 1.960 1.180 1.080 0.820 0 0 1 3 2 5 1 3 600 72.04 6.42 7,301
Table 1 - Regression Statistics (Continued)
Price Per Square Foot Climate Drive-Up 7.5 Foot
Cit a Smal Medium Larg X-Large IControlled Accessible Ceiling Height
Salem 37 1.760 1.400 1.235 0 0 1
Salem 37 1.650 1.235 0.910 0 1 1
Salem 38 1.960 1.435 0.950 0.900 1 0 1
Salem 38 0.950 0.900 0 1 1
Salem 39 1.777 1.570 1 0 0
Salem 40 2.360 1.830 1.095 0.975 0 0 1
Salem 40 2.360 1.820 1.185 1 0 1
Somerville 41 2.095 1.560 0 0 1
Somerville 42 3.160 1.715 1.330 1 0 1
Somerville 43 2.200 2.135 1.540 1.340 0 0 1
Somerville 44 1.870 1.730 0 0 0
Somerville 45 1.920 1.450 1.470 0 0 1
Somerville 45 2.180 1.643 1.500 1 0 1
Waltham 46 2.875 1.990 1.845 1.220 0 0 1
Waltham 48 3.400 2.225 1.640 1.375 1 0 1
Waltham 49 1.960 1.835 1.480 1.670 1 0 1
Waltham 50 3.480 2.360 1.790 1.700 1 0 1
Facility
Ratina
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
2
4
Management Visibility Street Security Total # Of City Population / Distance To Population
Rating Rating Volume Rating Uab City Total # Units Boston CBD Density
4 3 3 3 921 20.28 13.34 4,928
4 3 3 3 921 20.28 13.34 4,928
3 4 2 3 300 20.28 13.34 4,928
3 4 2 3 300 20.28 13.34 4,928
1 4 2 2 143 20.28 13.34 4,928
2 5 5 4 628 20.28 13.34 4,928
2 5 5 4 628 20.28 13.34 4,928
1 1 1 2 150 22.17 3.09 19,057
2 4 4 3 709 22.17 3.09 19,057
2 3 1 3 442 22.17 3.09 19,057
1 4 1 3 224 22.17 3.09 19,057
1 4 4 3 2000 22.17 3.09 19,057
1 4 4 3 2000 22.17 3.09 19,057
2 1 3 3 400 23.12 9.18 4,638
3 4 3 3 600 23.12 9.18 4,638
3 4 4 3 400 23.12 9.18 4,638
3 1 1 3 500 23.12 9.18 4,638
NOTE: New facilities which did not have stabilized occupancy figures were eliminated from the Regression Statistics because unit price per square
square foot is foten below market during the lease-up phase.
Table 2(a) - All Unit Sizes and Variables
Price Per Square Foot Climate Facility Management Visibility Street Security Total # Of :ity Population Distance To Population City Pop
#ij  mall Medium Large X-Large Controlled Rating Rating Rating Volume Rating Units ity Total # Uni Boston CBD Density Population
Boston 2 4.200 2.770 1.835 1.460 0 3 2 3 4 5 400 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 4 3.960 2.635 1.825 1.525 1 2 3 5 3 4 500 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 6 3.200 1.787 1.470 1.030 0 2 3 4 5 3 650 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 8 3.560 2.035 1.695 1.330 0 4 4 4 5 3 640 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 9 3.560 2.285 1.695 1.585 1 3 3 4 5 5 600 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Cambridge 13 2.100 1.760 1.815 1.800 0 3 2 5 5 2 1500 32.87 3.13 15,478 99,524
Cambridge 14 4.750 2.565 2.040 1.715 0 2 2 1 1 5 500 32.87 3.13 15,478 99,524
Everett 17 2.400 1.620 1.345 1.165 0 3 3 3 3 3 900 36.83 3.52 10,384 35,097
Lynn 19 1.680 1.395 0.765 0.930 0 2 2 5 5 3 700 50.27 9.89 7,415 83,794
Medford 27 1.735 1.280 1.030 0.880 0 2 2 2 4 3 609 23.61 5.15 7,162 58,296
Medford 28 2.360 1.680 1.315 1.055 1 3 5 4 4 4 534 23.61 5.15 7,162 58,296
Newton 31 3.040 2.200 1.315 1.120 1 3 2 3 2 3 1044 78.3 6.32 4,516 81,747
Peabody 35 1.200 0.960 0.950 0.960 1 4 3 1 1 4 480 24.44 13.08 2,863 48,129
Revere 36 1.960 1.180 1.080 0.820 0 3 2 5 1 3 600 72.04 6.42 7,301 43,222
Waltham 46 2.875 1.990 1.845 1.220 0 2 2 1 3 3 400 23.12 9.18 4,638 58,908
Waltham 48 3.400 2.225 1.640 1.375 1 2 3 4 3 3 600 23.12 9.18 4,638 58,908
Waltham 49 1.960 1.835 1.480 1.670 1 2 3 4 4 3 400 23.12 9.18 4,638 58,908
Waltham 50 3.480 2.360 1.790 1.700 1 4 3 1 1 3 500 23.12 9.18 4,638 58,908
NOTE: Variables for Drive-Up Accessibility and Ceiling Height are NOT included in this table.
Correlation Matrix 1 - Data from Table 2(a)
Small Medium Large Ex-Large CC Y/N Fac. Rating Man. Rating Visibility Street Vol. Security # of Units Pop / Tot Units Dist to 02108 Pop Density City Pop
Small 1
Medium 0.925 1
Large 0.815 0.8401 1
Ex-Large 0.563 0.70894 0.82561 1
CC Y/N 0.012 0.18281 0.01303 0.22225 1
Fac. Rating -0.082 -0.1147 -0.0387 0.03145 0.18701 1
Man. Rating 0.016 -0.02 0.01579 -0.0048 0.44855 0.3418355 1
Visibility -0.128 -0.0647 -0.1629 -0.0444 -0.01719 -0.189931 0.162167 1
Street Vol. -0.065 0.0118 0.00259 0.05091 -0.24285 -0.236325 0.2046488 0.559900045 1
Security 0.53 0.45263 0.27384 0.19098 0.19422 0.0203195 0.1016777 -0.24138457 -0.145131 1
#of Units -0.23 -0.1625 -0.0496 0.09657 -0.20313 0.1360635 -0.2192586 0.35679842 0.243005 -0.53852 1
Pop / Tot Units 0.442 0.35787 0.14188 -0.0355 -0.12257 0.0951739 -0.0195089 0.457116277 0.303313 0.290643 0.02141 1
Dist to 02108 -0.348 -0.2647 -0.3551 -0.2267 0.42119 0.1405166 0.0415661 -0.22452287 -0.217602 -0.0593 -0.46787 -0.213486551 1
Pop Density 0.601 0.4971 0.48293 0.32443 -0.27759 -0.006209 0.1010213 0.351324179 0.494183 0.403392 0.03535 0.775256181 -0.46834374 1
City Pop 0.565 0.49717 0.38788 0.20946 -0.06675 0.0492916 0.189532 0.315564005 0.482279 0.416559 -0.16774 0.851100013 -0.16537653 0.921056041 1
Table 2(b) - Small, Medium, Large Unit Sizes and Variables
Cityo
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Bostond
Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
Everett
Malden
Malden
Malden
Medford
Medford
Newton
Peabody
Peabody
Revere
Salem
Salem
Salem
Somerville
Somerville
Somerville
Somerville
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
Price Per Square Foot Climate
# Small Medium Large Controlled
1 4.000 2.283 1.770 1
2 4.200 2.770 1.835 0
4 3.960 2.635 1.825 1
6 3.200 1.787 1.470 0
8 3.560 2.035 1.695 0
9 3.560 2.285 1.695 1
10 2.800 1.800 1.360 0
12 3.720 2.700 1.750 0
12 4.200 3.085 1.830 1
13 2.100 1.760 1.815 0
14 4.750 2.565 2.040 0
17 2.400 1.620 1.345 0
23 1.960 1.335 1.365 1
25 2.600 1.675 1.430 0
26 1.760 1.135 0.790 1
27 1.735 1.280 1.030 0
28 2.360 1.680 1.315 1
31 3.040 2.200 1.315 1
34 1.440 1.190 0.935 0
35 1.200 0.960 0.950 1
36 1.960 1.180 1.080 0
37 1.760 1.400 1.235 0
40 2.360 1.830 1.095 0
40 2.360 1.820 1.185 1
42 3.160 1.715 1.330 1
43 2.200 2.135 1.540 0
45 1.920 1.450 1.470 0
45 2.180 1.643 1.500 1
46 2.875 1.990 1.845 0
48 3.400 2.225 1.640 1
49 1.960 1.835 1.480 1
50 3.480 2.360 1.790 1
Facility
Rating
4
3
2
2
4
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
4
2
2
2
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
4
Management
Rating
3
2
3
3
4
3
2
2
2
3
4
2
2
2
5
2
1
3
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
Visibility
Rating
1
3
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
5
1
3
3
3
2
2
4
3
5
1
5
3
5
5
4
3
4
4
1
4
4
1
Security Total # Of City Population / Distance To Population City PopStreet
Volume
5
4
3
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
1
3
4
5
4
4
4
2
5
1
1
3
5
5
4
1
4
4
3
3
4
1
Rating
3
5
4
3
3
5
3
3
3
2
5
3
4
2
3
3
4
3
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
City Total # Units Boston CBDUnits
600
400
500
650
640
600
400
500
500
1500
500
900
500
456
750
609
534
1044
664
480
600
921
628
628
709
442
2000
2000
400
600
400
500
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
32.87
32.87
32.87
32.87
36.83
19.44
19.44
19.44
23.61
23.61
78.3
24.44
24.44
72.04
20.28
20.28
20.28
22.17
22.17
22.17
22.17
23.12
23.12
23.12
23.12
NOTE: Variables for Drive-Up Accessibility and Ceiling Height are NOT included in this table.
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.52
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.15
5.15
6.32
13.08
13.08
6.42
13.34
13.34
13.34
3.09
3.09
3.09
3.09
9.18
9.18
9.18
9.18
Density Population
23,329 594,898
23,329 594,898
23,329 594,898
23,329 594,898
23,329 594,898
23,329 594,898
23,329 594,898
15,478 99,524
15,478 99,524
15,478 99,524
15,478 99,524
10,384 35,097
10,531 54,129
10,531 54,129
10,531 54,129
7,162 58,296
7,162 58,296
4,516 81,747
2,863 48,129
2,863 48,129
7,301 43,222
4,928 40,407
4,928 40,407
4,928 40,407
19,057 78,135
19,057 78,135
19,057 78,135
19,057 78,135
4,638 58,908
4,638 58,908
4,638 58,908
4,638 58,908
Correlation Matrix 2 - Data from Table 2(b)
Small Medium Large CC YIN Fac. Rating Man. Rating Visibility Street Vol. Security # of Units Pop / Tot Units Dist to 02108 Pop Density City Pop
Small 1
Medium 0.900627 1
Large 0.80005 0.825826 1
CC Y/N 0.0868 0.109234 -0.026855 1
Fac. Rating -0.035646 -0.096447 -0.029681 0.231756 1
Man. Rating -0.017012 -0.126822 0.0023663 0.253834 O538 6419 1
Visibility -0.193187 -0.108688 -0.186197 -0.08221 -0.19668 -0.0772566 1
Street Vol. -0.006425 -0.030728 -0.047472 -0.042257 -0.162213 -0.0414991 0,435569138 1
Security 0.266075 0.206529 0.067412 0.157401 0.1429954 0.15610341 -0.01449947 -0.08029265 1
# of Units -0.296042 -0.263003 -0.050709 -0.035721 -0.125137 -0.3146783 0.256175135 0.14890017 -0.29624 1
Pop / Tot Units 0.508833 0.360403 0.3046233 -0.062143 0.1480106 0.16228293 0.14092565 0.128538436 0.20227 -0.1665136 1
Dist to 02108 -0.327338 -0.278923 -0.40392 0.067638 0.2077777 0.21035609 0.074946814 0.008001436 0.241415 -0.2738702 -0.129044823 1
Pop Density 0.532556 0.420546 0.501442 -0.113032 -0.041091 -0.079656 0.121076571 0.289211454 0.081928 0.129713 0.63941767 -0.59510 1
City Pop 0.538877 0.394202 0.3924617 -0.042462 0.1020853 0.21314171 0.098054453 0.324448292 0.256789 -0.19647411 0.8996894951 -0.1129387951 0.7806134071 1
Table 2(c) - All Self-Storage Facility Variables
Climate Drive-Up 7.5 Foot Facility Management Visibility Street Security Total # Of City Population / Distance To Population City Pop
Ct # Controlled Accessible Ceiling Height Rating Rating Rating Volume Rating Units City Total # Units Boston CBD Density Population
Boston 1 1 0 1 4 3 1 5 3 600 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 2 0 0 1 3 2 3 4 5 400 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 4 1 0 1 2 3 5 3 4 500 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 5 0 0 0 2 2 5 5 2 2000 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 5 1 0 0 2 2 5 5 2 2000 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 6 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 3 650 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 6 0 1 1 2 3 4 5 3 650 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 8 0 0 1 4 4 4 5 3 640 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 9 1 0 1 3 3 4 5 5 600 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 9 0 1 1 3 3 4 5 5 600 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Boston 10 0 0 1 2 2 4 4 3 400 91.95 6.3 23,329 594,898
Cambridge 12 0 0 1 2 1 3 4 3 500 32.87 3.13 15,478 99,524
Cambridge 12 1 0 1 2 1 3 4 3 500 32.87 3.13 15,478 99,524
Cambridge 13 0 0 1 3 2 5 5 2 1500 32.87 3.13 15,478 99,524
Cambridge 14 0 0 1 2 2 1 1 5 500 32.87 3.13 15,478 99,524
Cambridge 15 0 0 1 1 1 4 5 2 528 32.87 3.13 15,478 99,524
Everett 16 0 0 1 2 1 1 5 1 53 36.83 3.52 10,384 35,097
Everett 17 0 0 1 3 3 3 3 3 900 36.83 3.52 10,384 35,097
Lynn 18 0 1 1 3 2 4 5 3 668 50.27 9.89 7,415 83,794
Lynn 19 0 0 1 2 2 5 5 3 700 50.27 9.89 7,415 83,794
Lynn 20 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 2 200 50.27 9.89 7,415 83,794
Lynn 21 0 0 1 1 3 3 5 2 99 50.27 9.89 7,415 83,794
Malden 23 1 0 1 4 4 3 4 4 500 19.44 5.1 10,531 54,129
Maiden 23 0 1 1 4 4 3 4 4 500 19.44 5.1 10,531 54,129
Malden 24 0 0 1 3 4 3 5 4 400 19.44 5.1 10,531 54,129
Malden 24 0 1 1 3 4 3 5 4 400 19.44 5.1 10,531 54,129
Maiden 25 0 0 1 2 2 3 5 2 456 19.44 5.1 10,531 54,129
Malden 26 1 0 1 2 2 2 4 3 750 19.44 5.1 10,531 54,129
Medford 27 0 0 1 2 2 2 4 3 609 23.61 5.15 7,162 58,296
Medford 28 1 0 1 3 5 4 4 4 534 23.61 5.15 7,162 58,296
Newton 31 1 0 1 3 2 3 2 3 1044 78.3 6.32 4,516 81,747
Peabody 32 0 0 1 3 3 1 2 3 200 24.44 13.08 2,863 48,129
Peabody 33 0 0 1 4 2 5 5 4 625 24.44 13.08 2,863 48,129
Peabody 33 0 1 1 4 2 5 5 4 625 24.44 13.08 2,863 48,129
Peabody 34 0 0 1 2 1 5 5 4 664 24.44 13.08 2,863 48,129
Peabody 34 0 1 1 2 1 5 5 4 664 24.44 13.08 2,863 48,129
Peabody 35 1 0 1 4 3 1 1 4 480 24.44 13.08 2,863 48,129
Revere 36 0 0 1 3 2 5 1 3 600 72.04 6.42 7,301 43,222
Table 2(c) - All Self-Storage Facility Variables (Continued)
Climate Drive-Up 7.5 Foot Facility Management Visibility Street Security Total # Of City Population / Distance To Population City Pop
# Controlled Accessible Ceiling Height Ratina Rating Rating Volume Rating Una City Total # Units Boston CBD Density Population
Salem 37 0 0 1 3 4 3 3 3 921 20.28 13.34 4,928 40,407
Salem 37 0 1 1 3 4 3 3 3 921 20.28 13.34 4,928 40,407
Salem 38 1 0 1 3 3 4 2 3 300 20.28 13.34 4,928 40,407
Salem 38 0 1 1 3 3 4 2 3 300 20.28 13.34 4,928 40,407
Salem 39 1 0 0 1 1 4 2 2 143 20.28 13.34 4,928 40,407
Salem 40 0 0 1 3 2 5 5 4 628 20.28 13.34 4,928 40,407
Salem 40 1 0 1 3 2 5 5 4 628 20.28 13.34 4,928 40,407
Somerville 41 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 150 22.17 3.09 19,057 78,135
Somerville 42 1 0 1 3 2 4 4 3 709 22.17 3.09 19,057 78,135
Somerville 43 0 0 1 3 2 3 1 3 442 22.17 3.09 19,057 78,135
Somerville 44 0 0 0 1 1 4 1 3 224 22.17 3.09 19,057 78,135
Somerville 45 0 0 1 2 1 4 4 3 2000 22.17 3.09 19,057 78,135
Somerville 45 1 0 1 2 1 4 4 3 2000 22.17 3.09 19,057 78,135
Waltham 46 0 0 1 2 2 1 3 3 400 23.12 9.18 4,638 58,908
Waltham 48 1 0 1 2 3 4 3 3 600 23.12 9.18 4,638 58,908
Waltham 49 1 0 1 2 3 4 4 3 400 23.12 9.18 4,638 58,908
Waltham 50 1 0 1 4 3 1 1 3 500 23.12 9.18 4,638 58,908
NOTE: Unit prices were NOT included in this table.
00
Correlation Matrix 3 - Data from Table 2(c)
CC Y/N D/U Y/N 7.5' Y/N Fac. Rating Man. Rating Visibility Street Vol. Security # of Units Pop I Tot Units Dist to 02108 Pop Density City Pop
CC Y/N 1
D/U Y/N -0.308516 1
7.5' Y/N -0.1030935 0.123876 1
Fac. Rating 0.14170435 0.2310812 0.3365077 1
Man. Rating 0.12119939 0.2243276 0.24699932 0554809925 1
Visibility -0.0259538 0.1568877 -0.23347574 -0.05062583 -0.1021048 1
Street Vol. -0.1297318 0.1940621 0.0903626 0.054741731 0.0397363 0,420481913 1
Security 0.07830516 0.2509082 0.30531113 0,77853294 0.3229977 0.110646506 0.05844195 1
#of Units 0.10085936 -0.052773 -0.27843368 0.043052274 -0.1392801 0.368204125 0.26771895 -0.10851225 1
Pop / Tot Units -0.007426 -0.018287 -0.15167808 -0.002601743 0.0816215 0.202493772 0.25042515 0.055844095 0.18725 1
Dist to 02108 0.01952323 0.2376135 0.0179206 0.212250375 0.1538362 0.191131021 -0.0431867 0.146992645 -0.198389 -0.188160138 1
Pop Density -0.0220316 -0.11197 -0.21346865 -0.158683136 -0.0869264 0.079840277 0.2058572 0.000829848 0.29338 0.66564502 -0.671374446 1
City Pop 0.03437817 0.0089346 -0.20726093 0.020873465 0.1422241 0.18150071 0.32472996 0.146425573 0.208812 0.911505658 -0.206715566 0,7926695791 1
Table 3 - Small Unit Regression Statistics
Small Unit Climate Security
# Price Controlled Rating
1 4.000 1 3
City
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
Everett
Everett
Lynn
Lynn
Malden
Malden
Maiden
Malden
Medford
Medford
Newton
Peabody
Peabody
Peabody
Revere
Salem
Salem
Salem
Salem
Salem
Somerville
Somerville
Somerville
Somerville
Somerville
Somerville
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
4.200
3.960
2.660
3.280
3.200
3.560
3.560
2.800
3.720
4.200
2.100
4.750
2.970
1.820
2.400
1.680
2.000
1.960
2.760
2.600
1.760
1.735
2.360
3.040
1.560
1.440
1.200
1.960
1.760
1.960
1.777
2.360
2.360
2.095
3.160
2.200
1.870
1.920
2.180
2.875
3.400
1.960
3.480
Distance To Management VisibilityCity Population /
City Total # Units
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
32.87
32.87
32.87
32.87
32.87
36.83
36.83
50.27
50.27
19.44
19.44
19.44
19.44
23.61
23.61
78.3
24.44
24.44
24.44
72.04
20.28
20.28
20.28
20.28
20.28
22.17
22.17
22.17
22.17
22.17
22.17
23.12
23.12
23.12
23.12
Boston CBD
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.52
3.52
9.89
9.89
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.15
5.15
6.32
13.08
13.08
13.08
6.42
13.34
13.34
13.34
13.34
13.34
3.09
3.09
3.09
3.09
3.09
3.09
9.18
9.18
9.18
9.18
Rating
3
2
3
2
2
3
4
3
2
1
1
2
2
3
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
5
2
2
1
3
2
4
3
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
3
3
Population 7.5 Foot
Density Ceiling HeightRatinq
1
3
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
5
1
4
1
3
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
4
3
5
5
1
5
3
4
4
5
5
1
4
3
4
4
4
1
4
4
1
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
15,478
15,478
15,478
15,478
15,478
10,384
10,384
7,415
7,415
10,531
10,531
10,531
10,531
7,162
7,162
4,516
2,863
2,863
2,863
7,301
4,928
4,928
4,928
4,928
4,928
19,057
19,057
19,057
19,057
19,057
19,057
4,638
4,638
4,638
4,638
Facility
Rating
4
3
2
2
2
2
4
3
2
2
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
1
4
3
2
2
2
3
3
4
2
4
3
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
2
4
Street
Volume
5
4
3
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
1
5
5
3
5
2
4
5
5
4
4
4
2
5
5
3
2
2
5
5
1
4
4
4
3
3
4
1
Total # Of
Units
600
400
500
2000
2000
650
640
600
400
500
500
1500
500
528
53
900
700
200
500
400
456
750
609
534
1044
625
664
480
600
921
300
143
628
628
150
709
442
224
2000
2000
400
600
400
500
Regression 1 - Data from Table 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.726163326
R Square 0.527313175
Adjusted R Square 0,364827079
Standard Error 0.691825312
Observations 44
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 11 17.08590546 1.553264133 3.245281832 0.004530792
Residual 32 15.3159124 0.478622263
Total 43 32.40181787
y = Small Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
7.5' Ceiling Height: Yes - 1; No -0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Management Rating: I - 5
Visibility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Poulation Density
Coefficients Standard Eror t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept
CC Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
Pop Density
1.634976429
0.356890905
0.130624067
-0.086201902
-0.030282011
-0.134319035
0.04911173
0.307626166
-0.000178377
0.011947721
-0.052916516
2.34037E-05
0.750845904
0.22805587
0.469724598
0.175131844
0.141199426
0.101332527
0.085624847
0.150078354
0.000268887
0.005486489
0.047768726
2.83368E-05
2.177512616
1.564927511
0.278086494
-0.492211467
-0.214462703
-1.325527338
0.573568675
2.04977039
-0.663389966
2,177662279
-1.107764851
0.825911689
0.036926857
0.12743667
0.782734931
0.625929914
0.831547075
0.194382264
0.570269197
0.048656622
0.511831984
0.036914738
0.276220718
0.414969652
0.105554666
-0.107643308
-0.826172819
-0.442933491
-0.317895586
-0.340726464
-0.125300228
0.001926822
-0.000726081
0.000772117
-0.150218145
-3.43165E-05
3.164398191
0.821425118
1.087420953
0.270529688
0.257331565
0.072088394
0.223523688
0.613325511
0.000369327
0.023123325
0.044385113
8.11239E-05
0.105554666
-0.107643308
-0.826172819
-0.442933491
-0.317895586
-0.340726464
-0.125300228
0.001926822
-0.000726081
0.000772117
-0.150218145
-3.43165E-05
NOTE: A variable for Drive-Up Accessibility is NOT included in this regression.
3.164398191
0.821425118
1.087420953
0.270529688
0.257331565
0.072088394
0.223523688
0.613325511
0.000369327
0.023123325
0.044385113
8.11239E-05
Regression 2 - Data from Table 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.719191988
R Square 0.517237115
Adjusted R Square 0.370945332
Standard Error 0.688485273
Observations 44
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 10 16.7594228 1.67594228 3.535653909 0.002915196
Residual 33 15.64239506 0.474011972
Total 43 32.40181787
y = Small Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
7.5' Ceiling Height: Yes - 1; No -0
Facility Rating: 1 - 5
Management Rating: I - 5
Visibility Rating: 1 - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
0.615464892 3.227857271
0.226937407 1.562351075
0.449617279 0.054427889
0.174209146 -0.519525931
0.139843034 -0.298165164
0.100841476 -1.336984532
0.083960281 0.728748838
0.144732593 2.336869363
0.000267372 -0.633715342
0.004029408 3.724008206
0.033660407 -2.3997239321
NOTE: Variables for Drive-Up Accessibility and Population Density are NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
1.986632826
0. 354555902
0.024471719
-0.090506169
-0.041696321
-0.134823493
0.061185957
0.338221162
-0.000169438
0.015005549
-0.080775685
0.00281772
0.12774548
0.956922442
0.606861472
0.767446431
0.190371809
0.471295784
0.025664402
0.53063482
0.000731078
0.022210437
0.734459096
-0.107152091
-0.890282237
-0.444937623
-0.326209338
-0.339987181
-0.109632654
0.043760254
-0.00071341
0.00680765
-0.149258353
3.238806556
0.816263894
0.939225676
0.263925285
0.242816696
0.070340194
0.232004569
0.63268207
0.000374535
0.023203448
-0.012293017
0.734459096
-0.107152091
-0.890282237
-0.444937623
-0.326209338
-0.339987181
-0.109632654
0.043760254
-0.00071341
0.00680765
-0.149258353
3.238806556
0.816263894
0.939225676
0.263925285
0.242816696
0.070340194
0.232004569
0.63268207
0.000374535
0.023203448
-0.012293017
Regression 3 - Data from Table 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.675096561
R Square 0.455755366
Adjusted R Square 0.31169061
Standard Error 0.720182075
Observations 44
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 9 14.76730236 1.640811374 3.163545191 0.007022624
Residual 34 17.6345155 0.518662221
Total 43 32.40181787
y = Small Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
7.5' Ceiling Height:\Yes - 1; No -0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Management Rating: 1 5
Visibility Rating: 1 - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Poulation Density
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
0.65441121 1.664295375
0.236958913 1.405546355
0.463617507 0.445889971
0.178622415 -0.371717845
0.145077647 0.12971041
0.101122841 -1.243696926
0.088626083 0.503771308
0.152729806 1.714636522
0.000273669 -0.612889669
1.62775E-051 4.26863837|
NOTE: Variables for Drive-Up Accessibility, Distance to Boston CBD and Population I Total Number of Units, are NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop Density
1.08913355
0.333056736
0.206722396
-0.066397139
0.018818081
-0.125766166
0.044647278
0.261876104
-0.000167729
6.94826E-05
0.105244432
0.168931433
0.658503365
0.71240957
0.897559897
0.222118198
0.61767083
0.095514921
0.544027444
0.000148977
-0.240789164
-0.148501397
-0.735461117
-0.429401322
-0.276014977
-0.331272369
-0.135462475
-0.048508002
-0.00072389
3.64028E-05
2.419056265
0.814614869
1.148905909
0.296607044
0.313651139
0.079740037
0.22475703
0.57226021
0.000388433
0.000102562
-0.240789164
-0.148501397
-0.735461117
-0.429401322
-0.276014977
-0.331272369
-0.135462475
-0.048508002
-0.00072389
3.64028E-05
2.419056265
0.814614869
1.148905909
0.296607044
0.313651139
0.079740037
0.22475703
0.57226021
0.000388433
0.000102562
Regression 4 - Data from Table 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.699537438
R Square 0.489352627
Adjusted R Square 0.372633228
Standard Error 0.687560972
Observations 44
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 8 15.85591469 1.981989337 4.192556071 0.001338759
Residual 35 16.54590317 0.472740091
Total 43 32.40181787
y = Small Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
7.5' Ceiling Height: Yes - 1; No - 0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: I - 5
Security Rating: 1 - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
0.595950727 2.984891023
0.22320154 1.606335109
0.441874846 0.29204711
0.149288045 -0.497128689
0.078521254 0.264030687
0.140914083| 2.08859535
0.000249474 -1.076276934
0.003967743 359798565
0.0317957521 -3.0092467
NOTE: Variables for Drive-Up Accessibility, Population Density, Management Rating and Visibility Rating, are NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
1.778847975
0.35853647
0.129048272
-0.07421537
0.020732021
| 0.294312499
-0.000268503
0.014275882
-0.095681261
0.005147086
0.117186177
0.771974775
0.622206917
0.793304754
0.044084452
0.289166561
0.00098105
0.004831078
0.569002201
-0.094587299
-0.768006452
-0.377286583
-0.138674795
0.008241352
-0.000774963
0.006220926
-0.160230147
2.988693749
0.811660239
1.026102995
0.228855843
0.180138836
0.580383647
0.000237957
0.022330839
-0.031132374
0.569002201
-0.094587299
-0.768006452
-0.377286583
-0.138674795
0.008241352
-0.000774963
0.006220926
-0.160230147
2.988693749
0.811660239
1.026102995
0.228855843
0.180138836
0.580383647
0.000237957
0.022330839
-0.031132374
Regression 5 - Data from Table 3
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.679391051
R Square 0.4615722
Adjusted R Square 0,4063488361
Standard Error 0.668830581
Observations 44
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 4 14.95577836 3.738944591 8.358277477 5.71497E-05
Residual 39 17.4460395 0.447334346
Total 43 32.40181787
y = Small Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Security Rating: I - 5
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
t Sar
0.425960764 3.850658849
0.209633384 1,423119161
0.121340635 2.475716355
0.003613326 3.650641711
0.029279358 -3.192328571
P-value
0.000426813
0.162652345
0.017745523
0.000766027
0.002788852
tower ~O7o Lippef ~JZ7/o LUW~F ~O.LJ7o LJJ.JJJ~I ~J.V7O
0.778643462
-0.12568984
0.054970635
0.005882325
-0.152692364
2.501815706
0.722356411
0.545839354
0.020499595
-0.034246298
0.778643462
-0.12568984
0.054970635
0.005882325
-0.152692364
2.501815706
0.722356411
0.545839354
0.020499595
-0.034246298
NOTE: ONLY significant variables were included in this regression.
Coetticients Stnar r
Intercept
CC Y/N
Security
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
1.640229584
0.298333286
0,3004049941
0.01319096
-0.093469331
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Regression 1 - Data from Table 4
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.666442404
R Square 0.444145478
Adjusted R Square 0.2686124721
Standard Error 0.432572824
Observations 51
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 12 5.681541231 0.473461769 2.530267592 0.01468782
Residual 38 7.110531427 0.187119248
Total 50 12.79207266
y = Medium Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1; no - 0
7.5' Ceiling Height: Yes - 1; No - 0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Management Rating: I - 5
Visibility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: I - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population / Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Poulation Density
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.278427602
S275653302
1 0273547326
0.131993049
-0.081757808
-0.030741552
-0.021018472
-0.009954527
0.169857498
-0.000133888
0.003576667
-0.028738986
2.08571 E-05
0.46030707 2.777336447
0.139260564 1.9794067631
0.226269654 12089439351
0.284598311 0.463787181
0.097169479 -0.84139391
0.076241939 -0.403210528
0.060367065 -0.348177805
0.051220867 -0.194345149
0.091187449 1.862728924
0.000161917 -0.826890968
0.003309086 1.080862571
0.027283077 -1.053363094
1.71047E-051 1.2193795321
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
Pop Density
0.008464807
0.055048454
0.234153103
0.645446069
0.4053912
0.68905316
0.729628192
0.846940907
0.070244591
0.41346123
0.286570411
0.298826706
0.230215119
0.346584624
-0.006264981
-0.184511657
-0.444146132
-0.278467142
-0.185085294
-0.143225211
-0.113645755
-0.014741847
-0.000461673
-0.003122227
-0.083970689
-1.37695E-05
2.210270581
0.557571584
0.731606309
0.708132229
0.114951526
0.123602189
0.101188267
0.093736701
0.354456844
0.000193897
0.010275561
0.026492717
5.54836E-05
0.346584624
-0.006264981
-0.184511657
-0.444146132
-0.278467142
-0.185085294
-0.143225211
-0.113645755
-0.014741847
-0.000461673
-0.003122227
-0.083970689
-1.37695E-05
2.210270581
0.557571584
0.731606309
0.708132229
0.114951526
0.123602189
0.101188267
0.093736701
0.354456844
0.000193897
0.010275561
0.026492717
5.54836E-05
Regression 2 - Data from Table 4
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.649919745
R Square 0.422395674
Adjusted R Square 0.259481634
Standard Error 0.435264626
Observations 51
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 11 5.403316157 0.49121056 2.592751815 0.014052417
Residual 39 7.388756501 0.189455295
Total 50 12.79207266
y = Medium Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1; no - 0
7.5' Ceiling Height: Yes - 1; No - 0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Management Rating: 1 - 5
Visibility Rating: 1 - 5
Street Volume: I - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.591067712
0.271598786
0.28012 3676
0.04559795
-0.091143863
-0.035516595
-0.023431233
-0.00256691
0.195884675
-0.000114115
0.006385813
-0.052615381
0.384668504 4.136204795
0.140087202 1.938783714
0.2276129951 1.2307015931
0.277353105 0.164403963
0.097466883 -0.935126473
0.076615116 -0.46357164
0.060710077 -0.385952941
0.051177797 -0.050156706
0.089205826 2.195873111
0.000162106 -0.703953395
0.002390236 2.6716245441
0.0191171611 -2.7522590781
NOTE: A variables for Population Density is NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
0.00018185
0.059788549
0.225805647
0.870262278
0.355477509
0.645531586
0.701628989
0.960253517
0.034114988
0.485643959
0.01095707
0.00893553
0.813002986
-0.011754047
-0.180266611
-0.515401105
-0.288289049
-0.190485143
-0.146228834
-0.106083673
0.015449038
-0.000442005
0.001551109
-0.091283452
2.369132438
0.554951619
0.740513963
0.606597004
0.106001323
0.119451953
0.099366368
0.100949854
0.376320312
0.000213775
0.011220517
-0.01394731
0.813002986
-0.011754047
-0.180266611
-0.515401105
-0.288289049
-0.190485143
-0.146228834
-0.106083673
0.015449038
-0.000442005
0.001551109
-0.091283452
2.369132438
0.554951619
0.740513963
0.606597004
0.106001323
0.119451953
0.099366368
0.100949854
0.376320312
0.000213775
0.011220517
-0.01394731
Regression 3 - Data from Table 4
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.646068549
R Square 0.41740457
Adjusted R Square 0.2895177691
Standard Error 0.426345877
Observations 51
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 9 5.339469593 0.593274399 3.263859642 0.004433138
Residual 41 7.452603065 0.181770806
Total 50 12.79207266
y = Medium Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1: No -0
7.5' Ceiling Height: Yes - 1; No -0
Facility Rating: 1 - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.544147158
0.2629289791
0.262950328
0.058499721
-0.101366616
-0.010924307
0.185619952
-0.00012205
0.006130594
-0.055200739
0.366610341 4.211957453
0.135823544 1.935812972
0.220182595 1.1942375751
0.265752191 0.220128837
0.087482524 -1.158707035
0.046200999 -0.236451743
0.084600082 2.194087148
0.000148831 -0.820056299
0.002301155 2.664138018
0.0179296021 -3.0787486841
NOTE: Variables for Population Density, Management Rating and Visibility Rating, are NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
7.5' Y/N
Fac. Rating
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
0.000135147
0.059806416
0.239248649
0.826863235
0.25328019
0.814259496
0.033952642
0.416926161
0.010984525
0.00369974
0.803762147
-0.011372384
-0.181717687
-0.478198012
-0.278041254
-0.104229169
0.014766527
-0.000422621
0.001483315
-0.091410324
2.284532168
0.537230341
0.707618343
0.595197454
0.075308022
0.082380556
0.356473377
0.000178521
0.010777873
-0.018991153
0.803762147
-0.011372384
-0.181717687
-0.478198012
-0.278041254
-0.104229169
0.014766527
-0.000422621
0.001483315
-0.091410324
2.284532168
0.537230341
0.707618343
0.595197454
0.075308022
0.082380556
0.356473377
0.000178521
0.010777873
-0.018991153
Regression 4 - Data from Table 4
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.613382833
R Square 0.376238499
Adjusted R Square 0.3069316661
Standard Error 0.421088601
Observations 51
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 5 4.812870221 0.962574044 5.428591683 0.000544452
Residual 45 7.979202437 0.17731561
Total 50 12.79207266
y = Medium Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit; Yes - 1; No - 0
Security Rating: 1 - 5
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.37892919
1 0.2182520961
0.197548459
0.154712162
0.005481723
-0.05656703
0.264392705 5.215458545
0.129651761 1.683371637
0.211029534 0.936117594
0.073138493 2.115331548
0.002155717 2.542876989
0.016778589 -3.371381778
NOTE: ONLY significant and logical variables were included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Security
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
4.4749E-06
0.099229317
0.354209486
0.039970694
0.014503153
0.001544736
0.846414971
-0.042879943
-0.227486822
0.007403681
0.001139886
-0.090360842
1.911443409
0.479384135
0.62258374
0.302020643
0.00982356
-0.022773218
0.846414971
-0.042879943
-0.227486822
0.007403681
0.001139886
-0.090360842
1.911443409
0.479384135
0.62258374
0.302020643
0.00982356
-0.022773218
Regression 5 - Data from Table 4
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.6034
R Square 0.36409156
Adjusted R Square 0.3087951741
Standard Error 0.420522113
Observations 51
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 4 4.657485689 1.164371422 6.58436447 0.000281842
Residual 46 8.134586969 0.176838847
Total 50 12.79207266
y = Medium Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Security Rating: I - 5
Population / Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.359252611
0.185061221
1 0,163030081
0.005530883
-0.05346473
0.263201296 5.164308201
0.124541729 1.485937461
0.072499073 2.248719519
0.002152178 2.56990062
0.016425925 -3.254899287
NOTE: ONLY significant and logical variables were included in this regression. Adjusted R Squared was higher without a variable for Drive-Up
Accessibility.
Intercept
CC Y/N
Security
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
5.05439E-06
0.144117661
0.029362817
0.013477596
0.002131088
0.829456387
-0.065628038
0.017097155
0.001198778
-0.08652837
1.889048834
0.435750479
0.308963006
0.009862989
-0.020401091
0.829456387
-0.065628038
0.017097155
0.001198778
-0.08652837
1.889048834
0.435750479
0.308963006
0.009862989
-0.020401091
Table 5 - Large Unit Regression Statistics
ctyo
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
Cambridge
Everett
Lynn
Lynn
Malden
Malden
Malden
Malden
Malden
Medford
Medford
Newton
Peabody
Peabody
Peabody
Peabody
Peabody
Revere
Salem
Salem
Salem
Salem
Salem
Salem
Somerville
Somerville
Somerville
Somerville
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
Large Unit Climate
Price Controlled
1.770 1
1.835 0
1.825 1
1.470 0
1.750 0
1.695 0
1.695 1
1.360 0
1.750 0
1.830 1
1.815 0
2.040 0
1.345 0
1.050 0
0.765 0
1.365 1
1.445 0
1.405 0
1.430 0
0.790 1
1.030 0
1.315 1
1.315 1
0.685 0
1.090 0
0.935 0
1.055 0
0.950 1
1.080 0
1.235 0
1.235 0
0.950 1
0.950 0
1.095 0
1.185 1
1.330 1
1.540 0
1.470 0
1.500 1
1.845 0
1.640 1
1.480 1
1.790 1
Drive-Up
Accessibility
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Security
Rating
3
5
4
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
2
5
3
3
3
4
4
4
2
3
3
4
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
City Population /
City Total # Units
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
91.95
32.87
32.87
32.87
32.87
36.83
50.27
50.27
19.44
19.44
19.44
19.44
19.44
23.61
23.61
78.3
24.44
24.44
24.44
24.44
24.44
72.04
20.28
20.28
20.28
20.28
20.28
20.28
22.17
22.17
22.17
22.17
23.12
23.12
23.12
23.12
Distance To
Boston CBD
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.13
3.52
9.89
9.89
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.1
5.15
5.15
6.32
13.08
13.08
13.08
13.08
13.08
6.42
13.34
13.34
13.34
13.34
13.34
13.34
3.09
3.09
3.09
3.09
9.18
9.18
9.18
9.18
Population
Density
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
23,329
15,478
15,478
15,478
15,478
10,384
7,415
7,415
10,531
10,531
10,531
10,531
10,531
7,162
7,162
4,516
2,863
2,863
2,863
2,863
2,863
7,301
4,928
4,928
4,928
4,928
4,928
4,928
19,057
19,057
19,057
19,057
4,638
4,638
4,638
4,638
Management
Rating
3
2
3
3
3
4
3
2
1
2
2
3
2
2
4
4
4
2
2
2
5
2
3
2
3
2
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
Visibility
Rating
1
3
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
5
1
3
4
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
4
3
1
5
5
5
1
5
3
3
4
4
5
5
4
3
4
4
1
4
4
1
Facility
Rating
4
3
2
2
2
4
3
2
2
2
3
2
3
3
2
4
4
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
4
2
2
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
4
Street
Volume
5
4
3
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
1
3
5
5
4
4
5
5
4
4
4
2
2
5
5
5
3
3
2
2
5
5
4
1
4
4
3
3
4
1
Total # Of
_Units
600
400
500
650
650
640
600
400
500
500
1500
500
900
668
700
500
500
400
456
750
609
534
1044
200
625
664
664
480
600
921
921
300
300
628
628
709
442
2000
2000
400
600
400
500
Regression 1 - Data from Table 5
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.687900865
R Square 0.4732076
Adjusted R Square 0,2862812651
Standard Error 0.292318988
Observations 43
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 11 2.379512312 0.216319301 2.531519162 0.020693737
Residual 31 2.648962107 0.085450391
Total 42 5.028474419
y = Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1; no -0
Facility Rating: 1 - 5
Management Rating: I - 5
Visibility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Poulation Density
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
Pop Density
1.344215657
0.045801116
0.03352412
-0.026121478
0.01651797
-0.040937845
-0.013385687
0.054555572
1.07423E-05
0.000329588
-0.025819813
1.9402E-05
0.372884783
0.104253843
0.138917737
0.076534849
0.057059711
0.043551033
0.040174097
0.071215947
0.000146022
0.002463814
0.018892998
1.2206E-05
3.604908854
0.439323045
0.241323542
-0.34130175
0.289485696
-0.93999712
-0.333191975
0.766058366
0.07356621
0.133771328
-1366633979
1,5895490331
0.583711703
-0.166826117
-0.249800631
-0.182215419
-0.099856143
-0.129760811
-0.095321344
-0.090690391
-0.000287072
-0.004695397
-0.064352358
-5.49227E-06
0.583711703
-0.166826117
-0.249800631
-0.182215419
-0.099856143
-0.129760811
-0.095321344
-0.090690391
-0.000287072
-0.004695397
-0.064352358
-5.49227E-06
NOTE: A variables for Ceiling Height is NOT included in this regression.
0.001080373
0.663474757
0.810893484
0.735179078
0.774137078
0.354486362
0.741232468
0.449435705
0.941828204
0.894448075
0.181570895
0.122084639
2.10471961
0.258428349
0.316848871
0.129972463
0.132892083
0.047885121
0.06854997
0.199801535
0.000308557
0.005354572
0.012712732
4.42963E-05
2.1047196
0.258428349
0.316848871
0.129972463
0.132892083
0.047885121
0.06854997
0.199801535
0.000308557
0.005354572
0.012712732
4.42963E-05
Regression 2 - Data from Table 5
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.655950605
R Square 0.430271196
Adjusted R Square O2522309451
Standard Error 0.29921077
Observations 43
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 10 2.163607704 0.21636077 2.416707423 0.028453404
Residual 32 2.864866714 0.089527085
Total 42 5.028474419
y = Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1; no - 0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Management Rating: I - 5
Visibility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: 1 - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
4.071222099
0.364981808
0.188284231
-0.354805467
0.313964188
-0.987572395
0.014999248
0.981827308
0.269105329
1,703612728
1-3,2119434081
0.000286593
0.717526221
0.851842808
0.725063102
0.755585928
0.33077099
0.988125909
0.333550293
0.789576192
0.098147845
0.003001077
0.749296546
-0.178262563
-0.262741171
-0.187349219
-0.100609692
-0.134695387
-0.081125334
-0.076113094
-0.000262134
-0.000600594
2.249835275
0.256090966
0.316261404
0.131764073
0.137276479
0.046732901
0.082328953
0.217767171
0.000341941
0.006739934
0.749296546
-0.178262563
-0.262741171
-0.187349219
-0.100609692
-0.134695387
-0.081125334
-0.076113094
-0.000262134
-0.000600594
2.249835275
0.256090966
0.316261404
0.131764073
0.137276479
0.046732901
0.082328953
0.217767171
0.000341941
0.006739934
-0.075172118 -0.016828011 -0.075172118 -0.016828011
NOTE: Variables for Population Density and Ceiling Height are NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
1.499565911
0.038914202
0.026760116
-0.027792573
0.018333394
-0.043981243
0.00060181
0.070827039
3.99031 E-05
0.00306967
-0.046000064
0.368333113
0.106619566
0.142126169
0.078331862
0.058393264
0.044534703
0.040122674
0.07213798
0.000148281
0.001801859
0.014321567
Regression 3 - Data from Table 5
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.640705356
R Square 0.410503353
Adjusted R Square 0.2717982591
Standard Error 0.295270007
Observations 43
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 8 2.064205608 0.258025701 2.959540579 0.012635948
Residual 34 2.964268811 0.087184377
Total 42 5.028474419
y = Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1: No -0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population / Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Fac. Rating
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
0.350374887
0.103939269
0.137640204
0.067859765
0.036641433
0.070920451
0.000136089
0.001744839
0.013527772
4.225111289
0.400394012
0.150979383
-0.050459636
-0.398210324
0.923821454
-0.08759364
1.601570985
-3.7181323921
NOTE: Variables for Population Density, Ceiling Height, Management Rating and Visibility Rating, are NOT included In this regression.
1.480372889
0.041616661
0.020780833
-0.003424179
-0.014590997
0.065517834
-1.19205E-05
0.002794484
-0.050298048
0.000169084
0.691371157
0.880884206
0.960051396
0.692964761
0.362089554
0.930713537
0.118502191
0.000720515
0.768325917
-0.16961321
-0.258937532
-0.141331724
-0.089055299
-0.078609768
-0.000288486
-0.000751454
-0.07778977
2.192419861
0.252846532
0.300499198
0.134483366
0.059873305
0.209645436
0.000264645
0.006340421
-0.022806325
0.768325917
-0.16961321
-0.258937532
-0.141331724
-0.089055299
-0.078609768
-0.000288486
-0.000751454
-0.07778977
2.192419861
0.252846532
0.300499198
0.134483366
0.059873305
0.209645436
0.000264645
0.006340421
-0.022806325
Regression 4 - Date from Table 5
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.63813643
R Square 0.407218104
Adjusted R Square 0,3271124421
Standard Error 0.283834202
Observations 43
y = Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit; Yes - 1; No - 0
Security Rating: I - 5
Population / Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 5 2.047685818 0.409537164 5.083512146 0.00120371
Residual 37 2.9807886 0.080561854
Total 42 5.028474419
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.406777355
0.042595822
0.007791948
0.06658915
0.00268291
-0.04956311
0.23415404
0.097820935
0.126089985
0.066146926
0.001625995
0.012392063
6.007914073
0.435446897
0.061796722
1.006685477
1.6500115361
1-3.9995850961
6.12565E-07
0.66576785
0.951057333
0.320624395
0.107405785
0.000291932
0.932336666
-0.155608025
-0.247690381
-0.067437122
-0.000611665
-0.07467179
1.881218044
0.24079967
0.263274276
0.200615422
0.005977486
-0.02445443
0.932336666
-0.155608025
-0.247690381
-0.067437122
-0.000611665
-0.07467179
1.881218044
0.24079967
0.263274276
0.200615422
0.005977486
-0.02445443
NOTE: ONLY significant and logical variables were included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Security
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
Regression 5 - Data from Table 5
SUMMARY OUTPUT y = Large Unit Price
X = Security Rating: 1 - 5
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.635592563
R Square 0.403977906
Adjusted R Square O358130053
Standard Error 0.277215174
Observations 43
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 3 2.031392566 0.677130855 8.811271985 0.000138471
Residual 39 2.997081852 0.076848253
Total 42 5.028474419
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept 1.415141219 0.227654381 6.216182672 2.59422E-07 0.954667222 1.875615216 0.954667222 1.875615216
Security
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
0.070581526
0.002633234
-0.049882065
0.063567426
0.001579459
0.01169851
1.110341105
1.667174779
1-4,2639672611
0.273651242
0.103491662
0.000123399
-0.057995603
-0.00056152
-0.073544512
0.199158654
0.005827989
-0.026219618
-0.057995603
-0.00056152
-0.073544512
0.199158654
0.005827989
-0.026219618
NOTE: ONLY variables for Security Rating, Population I Total Number of Units and Distance to Boston CBD are included in this regression.
Regressions were run with combinations of variables fo Climate Control, Security Rating and Drive-Up Accessibility but this yielded the highest
Adjusted R Squared.
*WITH Climate Control, Security and WITHOUT Drive Up = .344
*WITH Climate Control, Drive Up and WITHOUT Security = .341
*WITHOUT Climate Control, Security or Drive Up = .354
Table 6 - Extra Large Unit Regression Statistics
City
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Boston
Cambridge
Cambridge
Everett
Lynn
Lynn
Medford
Medford
Newton
Peabody
Peabody
Peabody
Revere
Salem
Salem
Salem
Salem
Somerville
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
Waltham
Extra Large Climate
Unit Price Controlled
1.460 0
1.525 1
1.030 0
1.330 0
1.585 1
1.775 0
1.800 0
1.715 0
1.165 0
1.060 0
0.930 0
0.880 0
1.055 1
1.120 1
0.620 0
0.875 0
0.960 1
0.820 0
0.910 0
0.900 1
0.900 0
0.975 0
1.340 0
1.220 0
1.375 1
1.670 1
1.700 1
Population City Population /
Density City Total # Units
23,329 91.95
23,329 91.95
23,329 91.95
23,329 91.95
23,329 91.95
23,329 91.95
15,478 32.87
15,478 32.87
10,384 36.83
7,415 50.27
7,415 50.27
7,162 23.61
7,162 23.61
4,516 78.3
2,863 24.44
2,863 24.44
2,863 24.44
7,301 72.04
4,928 20.28
4,928 20.28
4,928 20.28
4,928 20.28
19,057 22.17
4,638 23.12
4,638 23.12
4,638 23.12
4638 23.12
Distance To
Boston CBD
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
6.3
3.13
3.13
3.52
9.89
9.89
5.15
5.15
6.32
13.08
13.08
13.08
6.42
13.34
13.34
13.34
13.34
3.09
9.18
9.18
9.18
9.18
Management
Ratinq
2
3
3
4
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
5
2
3
2
3
2
4
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
Visibility
Ratina
3
5
4
4
4
4
5
1
3
4
5
2
4
3
1
5
1
5
3
4
4
5
3
1
4
4
1
Street Total # Of Drive-Up SecurityFacility
Rating
3
2
2
4
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
4
Volume
4
3
5
5
5
5
5
1
3
5
5
4
4
2
2
5
3
2
2
5
1
3
3
4
1
Units
400
500
650
640
600
600
1500
500
900
668
700
609
534
1044
200
625
480
600
921
300
300
628
442
400
600
400
500
Accessibility
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
Rating
5
4
3
3
5
5
2
5
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
,
Regression 1 - Data from Table 6
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.81588775
R Square 0.665672821
Adjusted R Square 0.420499556
Standard Error 0.259602993
Observations 27
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 11 2.01279614 0.182981467 2.715111784 0.037262415
Residual 15 1.010905711 0.067393714
Total 26 3.023701852
y = X Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1; no - 0
Facility Rating: 1 - 5
Management Rating: 1 - 5
Visibility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: I - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population / Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Poulation Density
Coefficients Standard Enror t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.302750234
0.442909227'
0.22135391
-0.003074875
-0.121767806
-0.052568643
0.031064574
0.0175648
0.000226012
-0.005480178
-0.025459162
3.70355E-05
0.508056422
0.146899254
0.173231247
0.089295099
0.080255968
0.048778541
0.048039841
0.085980244
0.000287858
0.002915337
0.025708098
1.41353E-05
2.56418417
3.015054301
1.293850819
-0.034434977
-1.517243015
-1.077700177
0.646641904
0.20428879
0.785153414
-1.879774792
-0.990316833
2.620076659
NOTE: A variables for Ceiling Height is NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
Pop Density
0.021582092
0.008701791
0.215285218
0.972984351
0.149996232
0.298194608
0.52763511
0.840873792
0.444588596
0.07970536
0.337726236
0.019310973
0.219852939
0.129800687
-0.145098499
-0.19340299
-0.292829457
-0.156537706
-0.071329985
-0.165697864
-0.000387542
-0.011694076
-0.08025471
6.90686E-06
2.385647529
0.756017767
0.593369281
0.18725324
0.049293845
0.051400421
0.133459133
0.200827464
0.000839567
0.000733721
0.029336386
6.71642E-05
0.219852939
0.129800687
-0.145098499
-0.19340299
-0.292829457
-0.156537706
-0.071329985
-0.165697864
-0.000387542
-0.011694076
-0.08025471
6.90686E-06
2.385647529
0.756017767
0.593369281
0.18725324
0.049293845
0.051400421
0.133459133
0.200827464
0.000839567
0.000733721
0.029336386
6.71642E-05
Regression 2 - Data from Table 6
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.716007566
R Square 0.512666835
Adjusted R Square 0.208083606
Standard Error 0.303474689
Observations 27
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 10 1.550151657 0.155015166 1.683174867 0.170290029
Residual 16 1.473550194 0.092096887
Total 26 3.023701852
y = X Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1; no - 0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Management Rating: 1 - 5
Visibility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: I - 5
Security Rating: 1 - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population I Total # of units
Distance to Boston CBD: Miles
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
1.450906748
0.32790371
0.2
0.011994305
-0.070843382
-0.037731165
0.048718749
0.073669485
5.61106E-05
-0.000633968
-0.062997151
0.590225511 2.458224391
0.163879271 2.000885826
0.202224246 0.989886503
0.104168805 0.115142968
0.091026036 -0.778276034
0.056636305 -0.666201032
0.055603213 0.876185867
0.097343483 0.756799354
0.000327855 0.171144784
0.002634265 -0.240662174
0.0249531021 2.52402204
NOTE: Variables for Population Density and Ceiling Height are NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop / Tot Units
Dist to 02108
0.025745298
0.062667624
0.336964293
0.90976446
0.447763501
0.514774233
0.393893701
0.460169898
0.866255619
0.812873553
0.022528684
0.199684841
-0.019504746
-0.228517102
-0.208833647
-0.263809915
-0.157794741
-0.06915477
-0.132689433
-0.00063891
-0.006218359
-0.115895351
2.702128654
0.675312166
0.628875206
0.232822258
0.12212315
0.082332411
0.166592269
0.280028403
0.000751131
0.004950423
-0.01009895
0.199684841
-0.019504746
-0.228517102
-0.208833647
-0.263809915
-0.157794741
-0.06915477
-0.132689433
-0.00063891
-0.006218359
-0.115895351
2.702128654
0.675312166
0.628875206
0.232822258
0.12212315
0.082332411
0.166592269
0.280028403
0.000751131
0.004950423
-0.01009895
Regression 3 - Data from Table 6
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.743384262
R Square 0.55262016
Adjusted R Square 0,31577201
Standard Error 0.282087101
Observations 27
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 9 1.670958602 0.185662067 2.333225568 0.063314546
Residual 17 1.35274325 0.079573132
Total 26 3.023701852
y = X Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1; no - 0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Management Rating: 1 - 5
Visibility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: 1 -5
Security Rating: 1 - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Populaton Density
Coefficients Standard Error
1.071277872
0.36762326
0.1504259021
-0.047860849
-0.091810774
-0.070843394
0.009700088
0.015575849
0.000373206
2.85977E-05
t Stat
0.478973444 2.236612249
0.155385708 2.3658756271
0.176842844 0.850619103
0.091941143 -0.520559651
0.085841409 -1.069539451
0.052240392 -. 358103O
0.049873347 0.194494429
0.092931232 0.167606185
0.000259313 1.439208423
9.30294E-06 3.074053541
P-value
0.03900339
0.030131968
0.406802797
0.60938735
0.299778396
0.192806402
0.848094076
0.868870789
0.168250525
0.006876186
Lower 95%
0.060730827
0.039787614
-0.222680407
-0.241839977
-0.272920569
-0.18106114
-0.095523623
-0.180492186
-0.000173898
8.97022E-06
Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
2.081824916
0.695458906
0.523532211
0.146118278
0.089299022
0.039374352
0.114923799
0.211643884
0.00092031
4.82253E-05
0.060730827
0.039787614
-0.222680407
-0.241839977
-0.272920569
-0.18106114
-0.095523623
-0.180492186
-0.000173898
8.97022E-06
2.081824916
0.695458906
0.523532211
0.146118278
0.089299022
0.039374352
0.114923799
0.211643884
0.00092031
4.82253E-05
NOTE: Variables for Ceiling Height, Distance to Boston CBD and Population / Total Number of Units, are NOT included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Fac. Rating
Man. Rating
Visibility
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop Density
Regression 4 - Data from Table 6
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.695526852
R Square 0.483757602
Adjusted R Square 0.293563034|
Standard Error 0.286628597
Observations 27
y = X Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1: No -0
Facility Rating: I - 5
Street Volume: 1 - 5
Security Rating: I - 5
# of Units: Some are Approximate
Population Density
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 7 1.462738757 0.20896268 2.543488006 0.05000324
Residual 19 1.560963095 0.082155952
Total 26 3.023701852
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
0.682419963
0.2451859951
0.057492311
-0.06403964
-0.02991963
0.063932745
0.000403559
2.38362E-05
0.412417575 1.654682062
0.133336175 1.838855771
0.169909195 0.338370804
0.09092042 -0.704348268
0.043518809 -0.687510303
0.08926463 0.716215879
0.000255558 1.5791269261
8.94682E-06 2.6642112261
0.114414425
0.081619658
0.738794225
0.489759863
0.500068459
0.482569048
0.130811234
0.01532595
-0.18078021
-0.033889914
-0.298131833
-0.254338324
-0.121005572
-0.122900331
-0.000131331
5.1103E-06
1.545620135
0.524261904
0.413116455
0.126259044
0.061166313
0.250765821
0.000938449
4.25621 E-05
-0.18078021
-0.033889914
-0.298131833
-0.254338324
-0.121005572
-0.122900331
-0.000131331
5.1103E-06
1.545620135
0.524261904
0.413116455
0.126259044
0.061166313
0.250765821
0.000938449
4.25621 E-05
NOTE: Variables for Ceiling Height, Distance to Boston CBD, Population / Total Number of Units, Visibility Rating and Management Rating are NOT Included
in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Fac. Rating
Street Vol.
Security
# of Units
Pop Density
Regression 5 - Data from Table 6
SUMMARY OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.640394159
R Square 0.410104678
Adjusted R Square 0:302850983
Standard Error 0.284738123
Observations 27
y = X Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No - 0
Drive Up Unit: Yes - 1: No - 0
Security Rating: I - 5
Population Density
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 4 1.240034275 0.310008569 3.823688115 0.016586961
Residual 22 1.783667577 0.081075799
Total 26 3.023701852
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
0.830190322
0.242372D81
0.030272477
0.00482258
2.60194E-05
0.248056056 3.346785139
0.131218026 1.8470944031
0.157581977 0.192106217
0.080579627 0.059848623
8.27972E-061 3.142539511
0.002918934
0.078227565
0.849421176
0.95281654
0.004729698
0.315752996
-0.029757741
-0.296532891
-0.162289519
8.84825E-06
1.344627649
0.514501903
0.357077846
0.171934678
4.31905E-05
0.315752996
-0.029757741
-0.296532891
-0.162289519
8.84825E-06
1.344627649
0.514501903
0.357077846
0.171934678
4.31905E-05
NOTE: ONLY significant and logical variables were included in this regression.
Intercept
CC Y/N
D/U Y/N
Security
POp Density
Pon Densitv
Regression 6 - Data from Table 6
SUMMARY OUTPUT
y = X Large Unit Price
X = Climate Controlled: Yes - 1; No -0
Population Density
Regression Statistics
Multiple R 0.639361492
R Square 0.408783117
Adjusted R Square 0.359515044
Standard Error 0.272921202
Observations 27
ANOVA
df SS MS F Significance F
Regression 2 1.236038269 0.618019134 8.297119976 0.001823736
Residual 24 1.787663583 0.074485983
Total 26 3.023701852
Coefficients Standard Error t Stat P-value Lower 95% Upper 95% Lower 95.0% Upper 95.0%
Intercept n 855606739 010198158 8389816434 1 34575E-08 0.645127146 1.066086333 0.645127146 1.066086333
0.234613427
2.59619E-05
0.112908473 2.077908074
6.84304E-06 3.7939187821
0.048583097
0.000885456
0.001581841
1 .18386E-05
0.467645014
4.00853E-05
0.001581841
1 .18386E-05
0.467645014
4.00853E-05
NOTE: ONLY significant and logical variables were included in this regression. Adjusted R Squared was higher without variables for Drive-Up
Accessibility and Security Rating.
CC Y/N
Pop Density
Poo Densitv
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